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Abstract

Finding a coordinate transformation is a fundamental task in diverse fields of math

ematical applications. In this thesis, we propose new techniques of computing co

ordinate transformations for two different applications. In the first applicat.ion, the

transformations are computed to generate adaptive meshes that are suitable for solv

ing time-dependent partial differential equations in two or more spatial dimensions.

For the second application, the transformations are developed for an elastic image reg

istration. Registration means establishing a coordinate transformation between two

or more images taken, for example, at different times or from different viewpoints.

The transformations are formulated based on solving the optimal mass transport

problem, also known as the Monge-Kantorovich problem. This problem concerns

finding the best way of moving a pile of material from one site to another with

minimum transportation cost. Two different methods are described to compute the

transformations for each application. In the first method, the solution of the problem

is obtained as the steady-state solution of a parabolic partial differential equation.

The second method is a velocity based method in which a velocity field is obtained

using the fluid dynamics formulation of the L 2 Monge-Kantorovich problem.

The optimal mass transport approach for computing coordinate transformations

has a number of useful features. The existence and uniqueness of the transformation

are guaranteed from the Kantorovich theory. Moreover, it can be characterized as the

gradient of a convex function, i.e., it is rotation free. A number of theoretical issues

for computing these transformations are addressed. Several numerical experiments

are presented to show the performance of the proposed approach for both adaptive

grid generat.ion and image registration for medical applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Literature Review

The use of adapt.ive methods is fundamental to t.he numerical solution of differential

equat.ions that involve large solution variations. Using uniform meshes t.o accurately

resolve the physical solution in these regions of rapid solution variation requires an

ext.remely fine mesh which makes the computations prohibit.ively expensive and in

efficient in particular for two or higher dimensional problems. During the last two

decades a broad range of adapt.ive mesh methods have been developed for various

types of problems arising in many areas such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD),

combustion processes, and heat transfer. Adaptive methods seek t.o provide efficient

numerical solutions with high accuracy. There are three major classes of adaptive

methods. The first. one, is the p-method. Where, the polynomial degree of the shape

function is increased or decreased according to the smoothness of the numerical so

lution of the physical problem. For instance, a cubic shape function can be used

instead of a linear one. The second class, is the h.-method which involves local re

finement or coarsening of the spatial mesh by adding or removing points from the

mesh based on a posterior error estimators or indicators to achieve certain accuracy

in the numerical solution of the physical problem. The h-method is generally easy

and straightforward to apply. Several local refinement methods have becn developed,

for example see [AFMW92, BS90]. Disadvantages of the local refinement method are

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

its complex data structure and its being forced to either use one-step time integrator

or continually restart a multistep method. The third class, is the T-method which is

also known as the moving mesh method. For this method, the number of mesh points

is fixed and the nodes are continuously moving in time in such a way that sufficient

mesh points remain concentrated in regions where the variation of the solution is

large. The mesh concentration is controlled by some measure of the solution variation

or error indicator called the adaptation function (or the monitor function). In this

thesis, we are interested in applications of the third class of these adaptive methods.

For standard moving mesh methods, the adaptive mesh is constructed by com

puting a continuous time-dependent coordinate transformation; x = x(~, t), defined

from a computational domain Dc to a physical domain D.

Roughly speaking, in one spatial dimension, the transformation x = x(~, t) is

determined by equally distributing the adaptation (monitor) function p(x, t) in each

subinterval. Based on this equidistribution principle, Russell and his coworkers intro

duced the moving mesh partial differential equation (MMPDE) method (see [HRR94a],

[HRR94b], [HR97], [BHR96], and [HR96J). In one spatial dimension, the MMPDE

approach has proven to be an efficient and reliable approach for mesh adaptation.

However, in higher dimensions, satisfying the equidistribution principle alone is not

sufficient to uniquely determine the coordinate transformation, since it is one equa

tion in more than one unknown. Thus, the coordinate transformation is required to

satisfy some additional conditions, and this has lead to a broad range of moving mesh

strategies for higher dimensional problems.

Motivated by the original MMPDE approach, Huang and Russell [HR99] pro

posed a moving mesh strategy based on a gradient flow equation for two dimensional

problems. Cao, Huang and Russell in [CHR02] described a two-dimensional moving

method based on the geometric conservation law (GCL). The GCL was first intro

duced by Thomas and Lombard [TL79] to maintain global and local conservation of

(cell) volume elements under time-dependent mappings that result from boundary

motion. For this method, the Jacobian of the transformation x = x (~, t) is first spec

ified by relating it to the adaptation function. Then the mesh movement is controlled



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

by a velocity field which is uniquely determined by combining an additional condi

tion imposed on its curl and the GCL. In [BW06] Budd and Williams have derived a

moving mesh method based on solving a parabolic Monge-Ampere equation (PMA).

For the PfvIA met.hod, the adaptive mesh is generated as the image of the coordinate

transformation x = x(( t) The transformation, unlike the GCL method, is directly

comput.ed as t.he gradient of a smooth scalar potential funct.ion. Several other adap

tive mesh methods have been developed for two dimensional problems, for example

see [BMRS02, HS94, CHOl] and the references therein.

Coordinate transformation techniques playa major role in adaptive grid genera

tion. Another area of applications where these techniques are equally important is in

image registration, also known as image matching or mapping. It. is one of the most

important tasks in image processing, where one is interested in comparing information

given by different images. The image registration problem appears in many different.

application areas, for example computer vjsion, geophysjcs, and medical imaging. An

overview of image registration can be found in [Br092, IVIY9S, MF93, PMY03j, and

the references therein.

Registration is the process of aligning two or more images. The alignment is often

achieved by finding a coordinate transformation that best matches the two images

in some specified sense. For example, consider t.he case where the two jmages are

taken of a patient using two different sensors. Suppose tha.t the first, a CT scan

(computed tomography) can clearly see the structures of the patient, i.e.) the bones

and the gross anatomy, whereas the second scan uses a sensor which is sensitive to

radio nucleic activity such as PET (positron emission tomography) which can clearly

localize specific metabolic activity but only indirectly determine a limited number of

normal structures. Since the two images may be taken at different resolutions, from

different perspectives, and at different times, jt is not a sjmple task to overlay the two

images directly. However, successful registration can identify the structural sites of

metabolic activjty (such as tumors) to overlay the images algorithmically. In this case,

registration involves finding a transformation which matches the structures found by

both sensors, thus allowing the clinician to overlay different physiological a..'3pects of

the same physical region.
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In general, image registration algorithms can be classified based on the coordinate

tn.tllsforrnation used in matching the images. The first class is the rigid registration

where only rotations and translations of the coordinates are allowed (for example, see

[DSR 99, MCV+97, VdEMPV95]). The second class is nonrigid or elastic registra

tion; for this class, the transformations allow local warping of image features, thus

providing su pport for local deformations. There are a number of different nonrigid

transformation approaches in the literature. These approaches, include Landmark

based methods (for example, see [Thi96, JMOO, CRD+99, Bo089, BMTY03, VG05]) ,

methods based on modeling the transformations as deformations of physical bodies

(solids, fluid), and large deformation diffeomorphism based methods (for example,

see [BroS1, SLP+96, SD03, RSH+99, LHG+05, HBHH01, GRB93, JMOO, DSR+99,

.. NPE94, CJfVI97]). In this thesis we are concerned wi th the class of elastic regis

tration methods. In [AHT03] an elastic registration method is described based on

ideas from the theory of the optimal mass transport problem. This problem was first

proposed by Monge [MonS1] in 1781, and it describes the most efficient way of moving

a pile of soil from one configuration to another one with minimal transportation cost.

A modern mathematical formulation of the rvIonge problem was described by Kan

torovich in 1942 (cf.[Kan4S] for the English version) defining the Monge Kantorovich

problem (MKP). The MKP ha,s recently become a central focus of many research

areas and has been extensively studied by many authors leading to the so-called

.Monge-Kantorovich theory. This problem has numerous applications in diverse fields

of science, for example, fluid dynamics, functional analysis, probability theory, image

analysis, economics and meteorology. For more recent. study on this problem see, for

example, [Sud79], [Amb03], [ACB+03] [CFM02], [FM02j,[GM95], [GS9S] and [EG99].

1.2 Contributions of The Thesis

MKP Methods for 2D and 3D Adaptive Grid Generation

Consider the problem of generating an adaptive mesh on a physical clomain D C

IFt d
, d = 2 or 3. Assume that the adaptation function p(x, t), xED, is given for all time
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t E [0,1]. The adaptive mesh at a fixed but arbitrary time t is obtained as an image

of a coordinate transformation x : !lc --* !l, x = x(~, t), where !lc C /R d
, d = 2 or 3, is

the computational domain.

We propose two different approaches to determine the transformation x = x (~, t)

based on solving the L2 Monge-Kantorovich problem. More precisely, we specify two

positive density functions Po and PI defined on !lc and !l and find the transformation

x = x(~, t) as the minimizer of the L 2 Kantorovich distance defined as

(1.1 )

(1. 2)

among all transformations x (~, t) that realizes the transfer of Po to Pl.

Our first method for determining x = x(~, t) is based on finding the steady-state

solution of the parabolic JVIonge-Ampere equation

ulJ! = I . (Pd'VlJ!) det D
2iJ!)

fh og Po(~) ,

where IJ! is a scalar potential function, 'VIJ! is the spatial gradient of iJ! with respect to

the variable ~ and D 2 1J! is the Hessian matrix of IJ!. In this case, the transformation

is obtained by taking the spatial gradient of IJ! with respect to t.he variable ~.

A number of theoretical issues, such as the existence, uniqueness, convergence and

stopping criterion of the solution of the nonlinear partial differential equation (1.2),

are investigated in this thesis.

Our second method for determining the coordinate transformation is a velocity

based method. The velocity field is found by solving the L 2 Monge-Kantorovich

problem in a fluid dynamics framework. In this method, we solve the minimization

problem,

(1.4 )
up
OT + 'V . (pv) = 0,

inf t I' p(x, T) Iv(x, T)1 2 dxdT, (1.3)
v,P.1o .1n

over all the velocity and density fields v(x, T) and p(x, T), T E [0,1] that satisfy the

continuity equation

and the initial and final conditions

p (~, 0) = Po (~) , P(x,I) = PI ( X ) . (1.5 )
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The coordinate transformation x x(~, t) IS obtained by time integration of the

velocity field.

\iVhen using the optimal mass transport approach to comput.e the coordinate trans

formation, some important features such as existence and uniqueness of the transfor

mation and no mesh crossing automatically hold from the Monge~Kantorovichtheory.

The proposed MKP adaptive methods can be considered as h - T met.hod since it. uses

a fixed number of mesh points and continuously regridding the mesh.

liVe present a number of numerical experiments to show the effectiveness of the

MKP met.hods for generating adaptive meshes. We apply t.hese met.hods for bot.h 2D

and 3D adaptive grid generation. We also describe in detail a numerical solution of

a two-dimensional physical problem. The results of the MKP methods for adaptive

grid generation are to appear in [S\iVR08].

MKP Methods for Elastic Image Registration

Images are represented as functions P : .0 ----) ]Rd, d = 1 and d = 3 for gray-scale and

colored (RGB) images respectively, .0 is a bounded domain in d, d = 2 for 2D and

d = 3 for 3D

Assume that we are given two gray-scale images Po and PI defined on Do and .0 1,

respectively, subdomains of ]Rd. To register the two images Po and PI, one needs to

find a coordinate transformation 1> : Do ----) .0 1 that deforms the image Po so that the

resulting image becomes similar to Pi'

We employ the MKP methods, described above for adaptive grid generation, to

compute the mapping 1> that registers the two images. The L 2 Kantorovich distance

is a quantitative information measure for comparing two different density functions

(intensity functions for the case of images). This makes the optimal mass trans

port approach efficient and attractive for computing a coordinate transformation to

perform image registration.

The proposed methods of registration are tested for several sample 2D images as

well as for real 2D and 3D medical images. The experimental results show that the

new methods are both effective and fast.
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The results of using the MKP approach for elastic Image registration will also

appear in [SWRB08].

1.2.1 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we give an overvIew of one and

two dimensional adaptive mesh methods. Chapter 2 also includes some background

on the Monge--Kantorovich problem and the image registration problem. Chapter 3

presents the MKP methods for computing coordinate transformations for generating

adaptive meshes suitable for solving time-dependent partial differential equations in

higher dimensions. In Chapter 4 we provide several numerical experiments for 2D

and 3D adaptive grid generation using the MKP methods. A detailed description of

the MKP methods to compute mappings for image registration is given in Chapter 5.

To show the performance of these methods, a number of experiments for 2D as well

as 3D image registrations are presented in Chapter 5. Finally, we give discussion and

some future directions for the MKP methods for both adaptive grid generation and

elastic image registration in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

In this chapter, we give an overview of adaptive mesh methods, the Monge-Kcwtorovich

problem (MKP), and the image registration problem. In particular, in Section 2.1 we

introduce some key ingredients of the adaptive mesh methods in the one dimensional

case. In Section 2.2 we discuss some basic concepts of adaptation in higher spa

tial dimensions. To facilitate understanding of these basic concepts, we review two

related methods of adaptive grid generation in two spatial dimensions, namely, the

PMA method described in [BW06] and the GCL method of [CHR02]. A summary

of the Monge-Kantorovich problem and some theoretical results on the coordinate

transformation arising in the theory of solving the IvIKP are included in Section 2.3

and Section 2.4. We conclude this chapter by giving a brief introduction OIl the image

registration problem in Section 2.5.

2.1 One Dimensional Adaptation

vVhen using the standard method of lines (MOL) to solve a time-dependent partial

differential equation (PDE) with suitable boundary and initial conditions, one first

discretizes the PDE in space on a uniform mesh. Thus, a system of ordinary dif

ferential equations (ODEs) in time is obtained for the solution values at the spatial

grid nodes. Then, a numerical solution of the system is computed using an explicit

or implicit scheme for the temporal discretization. One can use the same uniform

8
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mesh at all time levels. However, if the solution of the problem has large variations

in some regions (which may change for different time levels) of the domain, then a

very fine mesh must be used to resolve the solution in the regions of rapid change in

the solution. This leads to a very high computational cost and becomes impractical

for higher dimensional problems. One way to resolve this difficulty is to use an adap

tive strategy. For example, one plaCf~s sufficient nodes in regions where the solution

suffers some computational difficulties and fewer nodes in regions where it is smooth.

The MOL separates the spatial and t.emporal variables which makes it possible t.o use

different meshes at different time levels. In what follows, we describe t.he adaptive

mesh methods or moving mesh methods in one spatial dimension.

Consider the problem of generating an adaptive mesh that is suitable for solving a

time-dependent PDE. The adaptive mesh is obtained as the image of the coordinate

transformation

x : Oc -------7 0, :r: = x(~, t), ~ E 0c, x E 0, t 2: 0,

where we call Oc and 0 the computational domain and the physical domain, respec

tively. The mesh in the computational domain is typically assumed to be uniform.

Therefore, solving the given problem numerically in terms of the computat.iona.l do

main variable ~ becomes easier than using the physical domain variable :r:.

The adaptive mesh at a time t is generated as the image of the t.ransformation

x = x(~, t) (in the discrete form). This t.ransformation is comput.ed by finding a new

set of partial differential equations (PDEs), known as moving mesh PDEs. The mesh

PDEs can be solved either simultaneously or alt.ernately with the original physical

PDE. In one spatial dimension, only one mesh PDE is needed to solve for the trans

formation. The mesh PDE in this case is derived by requiring that the transformation

x = x(~, t) to satisfy the equidistribution principle (EP). The EP was int.roduced by

de Boor [dB74] and Dodson [Dod72] for solving boundary value problems for ordi

nary differential equations. In the next subsection, we explain the equidist.ribution

principle.
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2.1.1 The Equidistribution Principle

In one spatial dimension, the idea of equidistribution is to position the mesh points in

such a way that some measure of the error, or the solution variation, is the same in each

subinterval. In practice, the mesh is determined by approximately equidistributing

an adapt.ation function (monitor function) p(x, t). Mathematically, the problem is to

find the set. of points .Tt , i = a, 1, ... ,N such that

i 'Xtll) 1 11 1
p(x, t)d.T = N p(x, t)dx = NFJ(t),

. x,_) (tl 0
z = 1,2," . , N, (2.1)

(2.2)i=l, .. ·,N,

where N + 1 is the t.ot.al number of mesh points, and FJ(t) is the tot.al integral of

the adaptation function on the whole domain. Without loss of generality, we take

Dc = D = [0,1] and t E [O,lJ. Notice that, for a fixed time t, the right hand side of

(2.1) is constant. This means t.hat at any fixed time t the integral of the adaptation

function p( x, t) is the same in each subinterval.

Equation (2.1) can be rewritten as,

l
X,(t) i

p(.T, t)dx = NFJ(t) = (iFJ(t),
. 0

where we have used the fact that the mesh points in the computational domain Dc =

[a, 1J are evenly spaced, i.e,

The corresponding continuous form of the equidistribution form (2.2) is

i·
X

p(.i, t)di' = ~FJ(t), ~ E [0,1].
. 0

(2.3)

(2.4)
fh

p(x, t) (j~ = FJ(t),

and differentiating (2.4) with respect to ~,

Two differential forms of the equidistribution principle follow from (2.3) by differen

tiation with respect. to (

3 ( ax)
a~ p(:r;, t) a~ = a, (2.5 )
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where the tramd"ormation x· = x(~, t) subject to the conditions, x(O, t) 0 and

x(l, t) = 1. Solving (2.4) or (2.5) gives the required equidistributed mesh.

For a fixed time t the right. hand side of (2.4) is constant. This shows that the

change in the physical domain variable x, or the spacing betwenn the nodes in the

physical domain, is small in regions where the measure of the error or the measure of

the solut.ion variation, defined by t.he adaptation function p(J:, t), is large.

In practice the solution of (2.5) is obtained as the steady-state solutjon of the

time-dependent parabolic PDE (ef. [HRR94a])

OX 1 () ( ox)
at = -:; ()~ p o~ , (2.6)

where T is a positive constant used as a t.ime smoot.hing parameter. The moving mesh

equat.ion (2.6) is referred to as lVIlVIPDE5.

Two other moving mesh methods called the lVIlVIPDE4 and lVIlVIPDE6 are, respec

t.ively,

and

() ( ai: ) 1 a ( ax)
a~ pa~ = - -:; d~ pa~ , (2.7)

[Pi: 1 a( ax)
de = - -:; aE, Po~ , (2.8)

where i: = aT/at. lVIlVIPDE4 (2.7) and lVIlVIPDE6 (2.8) follow from t.he differential

forms of the equidistribution principle forms (2.4) and (2.5) by time different.iation

(for example, see [HRR94a], [Su103] for the details).

2.1.2 Adaptation Function

In the previous subsection we showed that t.he mesh distribution in the physical do

main is controlled by the adaptation function p(x, t). The effect of the adaptation

funct.ion is to concent.rat.e sufficient mesh points in regions where p(x, t) is large.

Therefore, this function must be defined so that it reflects some measure of the solu

tion variation, or t.he solution error. Thus, the success of the mesh adaptation depends

heavily on the selection of the function p(x, t).
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The adaptation function is very problem dependent. A good choice of the adap

tation function is the one which is capable of concentrating enough mesh points to

resolve the physical solution in these regions of large solution variation, or solution

error. The simplest choice is just the solution gradient, i.e.,

P='Ux, (2.9)

whereux is the spatial derivative with respect to the physical domain variable. Here,

we assumeu is a nondecreasing function, i.e., '(j'x 2: O. In this case, at a fixed time t,

the equidistribution form (2.4) becomes

.T~1J':r = constant,

and this leads to

'U~ = constant.

In this case, the effect of the adaptation function is that the mesh points are dis

tributed so that the same change in the physical solution u occurs over each subin

terval, as illustrated in Figure 2,1. The disadvantage of this choice of an adaptation

function is that it tends to make the spacing infinitely large where the solution is fiat.

An alternative to the gradient adaptation function (2.9) is the arc-length function

defined as

p(I:, t) = }1 + '11;,

An increment of arc-length, ds, on the solution curve u(I:) is given by

This leads to

P = Sx·

In this case, at a fixed time t, the equidistribution form (2.4) becomes

SxI:~ = constant,

(2.10)

(2.11)
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Figure 2.1: The equidistributed mesh obtained using the gradient adaptation function.
The mesh points are concentrated where the gradient of the solution is large. Notice
that the change in the solution is the same over each subinterval. The distance
between the nodes is increasing where the solution curve is flat.

and this gives

SE = constant.

Therefore, the arc-length adaptation function distributes the mesh points in such a.

way that the same arc-length on the solution curve occurs over each subinterval, as

shown in Figure 2.2. For the choice of arc-length adaptation function, the mesh points

are evenly spaced when the solution is flat. However, the concentration of the mesh

points, in the regions where U x is large, is not as high as for the gradient adaptation

function choice. This concentration can be increRsed by Ilsing the scaled arc-length

function

p(x, t) = (2.12)

where a is a parameter to be specified. Note that, for the scaled arc-length adaptation

function, the mesh points are still evenly spared where the solution is fiat.

The arc-length adaptation function has a disadvantage that the mesh points are
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Figure 2.2: Typical equidistributed mesh computed with the arc-length adaptation
function. The mesh points are concentrated where the solution variation is large.
Notice that thE' grid points are distributed at equal distance along the solution curve
and evenly distributed where the solution is fiat.

concentrated only in regions where t.he gradient is high, not near t.he critical points of

the solution, i.e. 'UT = O. To concentrate the point.s near the critical points, one can

choose the curvature adapt.at.ion function

(2.13)

where /'\, is the solution curvature defined as

'UXX

r.;, = (1 + 'u;)J!2'

In order to have t.he effects of both the arc-length and the curvature adaptation

funct.ions (2.12) and (2.13), respectively, one chooses a combined adaptat.ion function

(2.14)

\Ne assume that the adaptation funct.ion p(x, t) is positive definite for all time

t E [0, 1], t.o assure that. the mapping x = ,T(c;, t) is well defined. Geometrically this

means t.hat mesh nodes do not. cross.
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2.2 Higher Dimensional Adaptation

15

In the previous section we discussed the basic principles of the one dimensional adap

tive mesh methods. In this section, we extend these principles in higher dimensions

and review two-dimensional adaptive mesh methods as described in [H894], [CHR02]

and [B\lV06].

Consider a coordinate transformation:

(2.15)

In what follows, we use the notation ~ = [~l' ~2, ... ,l;dj7' and x = [x J, 1:2' .. ,Td]T

to denote the spatial coordinates on the computational domain ftc and the physical

domain ft respectively (see Figure 2.3 for the 2D case).

)

x = x(~, t) r---t--4.......-

~=(~l,6) x cc (Xt,I:2)

Figure 2.3: Representation of mesh adaptation as a coordinate transformation x =
x(~, t) from Dc to D for the 2D casE'.

A general form of (2.11) for the arc-length increment on the solution curvea(x, t)
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is written as

where in 3D

[

d.Tl j
dx = dX2 .

d:J:3

Vie can rewrite (2.16) as

where AI is a 3 x 3 matrix defined by

!v! = \lu . \11..17' + I,

where I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix and

16

(2.16)

(2.17)

The change in the physical domain variables in terms of the computational domain is

expressed as follows:

(2.18)

Thus, we can rewrite the arc-length increment (2.17) as,

(2.19)

where \Ix is the Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation (2.15) given by

(2.20)

From (2.19), one observes that if the solution u is required to ha.ve the same

variation ds along any arc in the computational domain which has a fixed length,
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J.e. [d~Td~]1/2 is constant, then the right-hand side of (2.19) must be independent of

~. This leads to the conclusion that, in higher dimensions, the equivariation of the

solution n requires \7xT !VI \7 x to be independent of ~, ie,

where !VI is a 3 x 3 symmetric positive definite, and ~ -independent, matrix.

Notice that in 1D (2.21) reduces to

(2.21 )

constant, (2.22)

where

!VI = 1 + (fh)2
8E,

Equation (2.22) is the 1D equidistribution principle (2.4) for p = VM. Therefore,

the ext.ension of the one-dimensional adaptation function (2.10) to higher dimensions

can be defined as

p(x, t) = )1 + l\7nl 2
, (2.23)

where \7 is the gradient operator with respect to the physical domain variable.

The equidistribution principle (2.21) can be used to determine the coordinate

transformation x = x(~, t) for generating an adaptive mesh on the physical domain

D. In principle, (2.21) call be discretized by any suitable finite difference scheme on the

computation space to give a system of equations. The adaptive mesh is then obtained

by solving this system with some discrete boundary conditions for the coordinate

transformation (2.15).

For a fixed number of mesh points, in higher dimensions, the transformation (2.15)

doesn't satisfy (2.21) throughout the physical domain. However, an adaptive mesh can

be obtained by requiring the transformation to only sat.isfy (2.21) locally. Huang and

Sloan [HS94] describe a simple mesh adaptation method by assuming (2.21) is satisfied

along the first coordina.te line and then along each of the spcond and the third. This

is basically applying separately the one-dimensional equidistribution principle along

each of the coordinate lines. A drawback of this approach of mesh adapt.ation is that
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(2.24)

the adaptive mesh is obtained as a result of grid movement along a certain family of

fixed lint's, and this can result in grid distortion. Alternative higher dimensional mesh

adaptation strategies have been developed to avoid such kinds of mesh distortion. In

the current thesis we present two different methods for generating adaptive mesh in

higher dimensions based on solving the optimal mass transport problem. Huang and

Russell [HR99] derived a two-dimensional moving mesh strategy based on a gradient.

flow equation. Cao, Huang and Russell [CHR02] developed a two-dimensional moving

mesh met.hod called the GCL method. This is a velocity based method which is based

on the geometric conservation law. Budd and Williams [BvV06] described the PMA

moving mesh method in two spatial dimensions based on solving the parabolic Monge

Ampere equation.

In order to give more understanding of the adaptive mesh techniques in higher di

mensions, and because of their close relation to the adaptive methods that we present

in this thesis, in the next two subsections we review the GCL and the PMA methods.

2.2.1 The GeL Adaptive Mesh Method

In this subsection we summarize the GCL method as described in [CHR02]. The key

idea of the GCL method is that the mesh adaptation is achieved by specifying the

Jacobian of the transformation and controlling the mesh speed by using the geometric

conservation law.

The geometric conservation law was first proposed by Thomas and Lombard

[TL79] in the context of fluid dynamics. In two spatial dimensions the GCL inte

gral form can be written as

i j' /'~ dxdy = Xt . nd:r:dy, \/S(t) C [2,
dt s(t) . as(t)

where n is the outer normal to the boundary as(t) and Xt is the mesh velocity. The

GCL form (2.24) defines the rate of change in surface S(t) as the total flux through

its boundary as(t).

By a change of variables, the left-hand side of (2.24) can be written as

d/' d/' /. 0- d:rdy = - J(~, TI, t)d~(l-rl = -D J(~, 'fl, t)d~drl,
dt . S{L) dt . s, . Sc t

(2.25 )
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where J((, TI, t) is the determinant. of the Jacobian of the transformation, 5 c is the cell

in Dc corresponding to the cell 5(t) and

D D
- = - +x,· \1Dt 8t . ,

for which \1 IS the spatial gradient operator with respect to the prlysical domain

variables.

Using the divergence theorem, we write the right-hand side of (2.24) as

/' Xl . n dxd:y = /' \1. xtd.T:dy = l (\1 . XI)J(~, 7], t)d~dTI.
'/as(I) '/S(I) ./sc

Substituting (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.24) gives

(2.26)

(2.27)

Since (2.27) holds for all arbitrary 5c , then one obtains the differential form of the

GeL
1 DJ

\1·XI=--·
J Dt

(2.28)

·When generating an adaptive mesh as an image of a coordinate transformation,

one wants to cluster the mesh nodes in regions where a measure of the error indicator

or the solution variation (i.e., the adaptation function) is large. In these regions

the Jacobian of the transformation must be small. This means that the Jacobian

and the adaptation function are inversely proportional. Thus, the Jacobian of the

transformation can be chosen as

J(C T t) _ C(~,'fl)
<" I, - p(x(~, TI, t),1;)'

(2.29)

where c(~, TI) is a time-independent function which is determined from the initial coor

dinate transformation and p(x, y, t) > 0 is the user defined adaptation function. Note

that, in one spatial dirn('nsion with c(C 7]) = I, (2.29) reduces to the equidistribution

principle discussed in Subsection 2.1.1. This suggests that we can view (2.29) as a

generalization of the one-dimensional equidistribution principle for problems in higher

dimensions.
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In order to derive the moving mesh PDEs for the GCL method we substitute (2.29)

into (2.28), and simple calculations lead to

upat + \7 . (pxd = 0, (2.30)

where \7 is the gradient operator with respect to the physical domain variables x =

(x, y).

Equation (2.30) or equivalently (2.29) alone is insufficient to uniquely det.ermined

the mesh velocity field for 2D or higher spatial dimensions problems since it is one

equation in more than one unknown to be determined. Therefore, additional equations

are required to uniquely specify the mesh velocity. Various choicps of additional

conditions lead to deriving different. methods of mesh adaptFltion. For example, Cao,

Huang and Russell in [CHR02] have used the Helmholtz's decomposition theorem to

obtain an additional equation for the 2D casco This theorem is stated as follows:

Theorem 2.1. (Helmholtz's decomposition) Any sufficiently smooth vector field V

can be resol ved into irrotational (cur1- free) and solenoidal (divergence-free) component

vector fields, i.e.,

V = U + \7P,

for a smooth potential P and a vector field U such that \7 . U = o.

(2.31)

o

Therefore, the mesh velocity field can be determined using the additional condition

\7xw(v-u)=O in [2, (2.32)

where wand u are, respectively, a weight function and a background velocity field t.o

be specified, and v is the mesh velocity field which was previously denoted by Xt·

Equation (2.32) gives
1

v=u+-\7¢,
w

where (p is a smooth potential function.

(2.33)
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In summary, wit.h the assumption that no mesh points move in or out of the

physical domain n, one can generate an adaptive mesh using the GCL method by

solving the following elliptic system:

(2.34a)

(2.34b)

in n,\l . (P \l¢) = -
8P- \l . (pu)

w at
ocjJ
-.- = -wu· n on 80,.an

This system is solved for the potential cP, and then the mesh velocity is obtained by

taking the spatial gradient of ¢ with respect to the physical domain variable. Then,

the transformation x = x(~, t) can be obtained by time integration of

dx 1
-d =u(x,t)+ ( )\l¢(x,t).
twx, t

(2.35)

starting from x(~, 0).

Advantages of the GCL method include a theoretical assurance of exist.ence and

nonsingularity of the coordinate transformation. Another nice feature of this method

is that the rate of change in cell volumes is shown to be proportional to the rate of

change in the adaptation function p( x, t). Therefore, the mesh adaptation can be

achieved by controlling the cell volumes. A drawback of the GCL approach is that,

in geueral, skew and nonsmooth adaptive meshes may not be avoided due to its close

relation with the Lagrangian method. Also note that the elliptic system (2.34) is

quite expensive to solve. Thus, an alternative approach is needed to overcome these

challenges.

2.2.2 The PMA Adaptive Mesh Method

In this subsection we review the parabolic Monge-Ampere (PMA) movmg mesh

method as described in [BvV06] for the case of two spatial dimensions.

Let x = x(~, 7], t), t > 0 be a two-dimensional coordinate transformation from a

computational domain .Qc to a physical domain n.
To generate an adaptive mesh with the PMA method, the transformation x =

x(~, "(7, t) is computf'<! as the gradient of some potential function Q which is deter

mined as a solution of a parabolic Monge-Ampere equation. Precisely speaking, the
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transformation can be uniquely determined by specifying two conditions. The first

one is to sat.isfy the equidistribution principle

p(:r:, y, t)det\7x = e(t), e(t) = r p(:r;, y, t)d:r;dy,
.10.

(2.36)

where det \7x is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation x (~, 'Tl, t)

and P(.T, y, 1:) is the adaptation function. The second condition is to require the trans

formation x = x (~, T/, t) t.o be a Legendre transformation This means that there

exists a potential P(~, 'Tl, t) such that.

x(~, 'Tl, t) = \7 P(~, T], t), (2.37)

where \7 is the gradient operator with respect to the computational domain variables

(~, "(I). The result (2.37) also follows directly from the Monge-Kantorovich theory

which will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.3 below.

Substituting (2.37) into (2.36) lel1ds to the Monge-Ampere equation (MAE)

p(\7P,t)detD2P(~,'Tl,t)= e(t), (2.38)

where detD2 P(~, 'Tl, t) is the determinant of the Hessian matrix of P(~, 'Tl, t) which is

defined as

The MAE (2.38) is fully nonlinear equation and it.s numerical solution is quite chal

lenging. Therefore, a relaxed form of (2.38) is used to obtain t.he adaptive mesh. The

relaxed form is written as (d. [B\tV08])

l

f(I - l/D)Qt = (p(\7Q)det.D2Q(~, 77, t)):1 , (2.39)

where the D is the spatial Laplacian "vith respect to the computational variables and

f and l/ are paramet.ers which control temporal and spatial smoothing, respectively.

The PMA method is computationally simpler than the GeL method. For example,

one can use simple forward Euler scheme to int.egrat.e (2.39) for t.he scalar potential

function Q. It also has some nice features such as that the t.ransformat.ion obtained
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by PlVIA method is curl-free. Disadvantages of the PlVIA method are the lack of

controlling the skewness of the mesh near the boundaries, so the mesh points are forced

to be orthogonal to the boundaries, and the loss of the equidistribution property over

time.

The PMA and the GCL methods can be related since they both use the equidistri

bution relation (2.29) or (2.36) in their formulations. However, the t.wo met.hods are

different in defining the additional closure condition to uniquely specifying the two

dimensional adaptive mesh. The PlVIA method is a location based method because

it determines directly the coordinate transformation defined from the computational

domain to the phY'iical domain. On the other hand the GCL method is a velocity

based method since the mesh adaptation is achieved by determining the mesh velocity.

2.3 The Monge-Kantorovich Problem

In this section we review the lVIonge-Kantorovich problem and discuss some theoret

ical results related t.o this problem.

The original Monge problem is st.ated as follows: Given two positive density func

tions of equal masses of a given material, Po and PI defined in JR d
, d _ 1, find a

transport map x = ¢(t,), t" x E JR d , that. transfers the density Po to PI and minimizes

the transport cost

C(¢) = .~d I¢(t,) - t,IPo(t,)dt,.

lVlathernatieally, the map ¢ realizes the 1ransfer of the density Po to PI if

(2.40)

(2.41)

where I . I is the standard Euclidean norm defined on the space lRd
.

If x = ¢(t,) is a smooth one-to-one map then, by change of variables, (2.41) leads

to the Jacobian equation

PI (¢(t,))det\7¢(t,) = po(t,), (2.42)

where det\7¢(t,) is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix for the transformation ¢.
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Observe that (2.42) is very similar to the equidistribution equation (2.29) which

was introduced in the GeL method formulation for the mesh adaptation. In fact

they are identical if at a fixed time t we think of the density function Pl (¢( f,)) as

the adaptation function p(x(f,), t) and Po(f,) = c(f,). This shows that the coordinate

transformation obtained as a result of solving t.he Monge'-Kantorovich problem can

be used for adapt.ive grid generation in higher dimensions. This will be described in

more detail in Chapter 3 of this t.hesis.

More generally, t.he cost functional (2.40) can be vvritten as

(2.43)

The integrand in (2.43) gives the t.raveled distance weighted by the amount of the

t.ransport.ed mass. 'liVe can view the cost (2.43) as the total amount of effort required

or work done to move one pile of mass from one location to anol her.

Definition 2.1. The V Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance between two density func

tions Po and PJ is defined as,

(2.44)

where I . I denotes t.he Euclidean norm in IR d and the infimum is taken over all maps

¢ transporting Po to (J 1·

o

A one-to-one mapping x = ¢(f,) that satisfies (2.42) and minimizes the cost (2.43) is

then called the optzmal so171twn t.o the V Monge Kanto'rOVl-ch problem (DJ MKP).

This t.hesis will restrict consideration to the case of the £2 cost (i.e. p = 2) be

cause of the simplified mathematical formulation, the theory available for this case,

and the broad range of applications in various areas of applied science. The U cost

has been extensively used in many different application areas, such as mathematical

finance, functional analysis, atmospheric science, shape recognition in image process

ing, computer vision, and signal processing (for example see the book [ViI03] and the

rderences therein).
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The existence and the characterization of the solution for the },/Ionge-Kantorovich

problem is addressed in the following theorem for the L2 cost (see [KS84], [Bre91a]).

Theorem 2.2. There is a unique optimal transport map x = ¢(f;,) that transfers Po (f;,)

to Pl (x). Moreover, this map can be wri tten as the gradient. of a convex potential

function 'l'(f;,) , i.e.,

x = ¢(f;,) = \7'l'(f;,). (2.45)

o

The above theorem is a direct result of the polar factorization of vector fields which is

a generalization of the Helmholtz's decomposition (for example, see [Bre91b, BB94.

Gan94]). Recall that Helmoltz's decomposition has been used in the GCL method t.o

determine the mesh veloci ty.

Substituting (2.45) into (2.42) shows that 'l' is a solution of the Monge-Ampere

equation (MAE)

(2.46)

where D 2 'l' is the Hessian matrix of the potential 'l'.

This result concludes that the solution of the L 2 Monge-Kantorovich mass trans

fer problem reduces to solving the Monge-Ampere equation (2.46). However, this

equat.ion is fully nonlinear A direct numerical solution of (2.46) raises many nu

merical challenges, some of which we address in Chapter 3. Avoiding solving (2.46)

directly, Benamou and Brenier introduce a fluid dynamics framework for the Monge

Kantorovich problem [BBOO]. In the next section, we briefly summarize the fluid

dynamics approach for solving the L2 Monge-Kantorovich problem (L 2 MKP).

2.4 The Fluid Dynamics Framework of the MKP

III this section we summarize the fluid dynamics formulation of t.he L 2 Monge

Kantorovich problem as described in [BBOO].

Consider a. time interval [O,T] which for simplicity we take to be [0, 1], and consider

all possible sufficiently smooth tim(;-dependent density and velocity helds p( x, t) > 0,
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v(x, t), x E ]Rd, which satisfy the continuity equation

opot + \7 . (pv) = ()

and the initial and final conditions

p(x, 0) = Po (x ), p(x, 1) = P1 ( X ) .

26

(2.47)

(2.48)

The relationship between the L2 Monge -Kantorovich problem and the fluid dy

namics is established by the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1 (Benamou & Brenier [BBOO]). The square of the L2 Kantorovich

vVasserstein distance is equal to the infimum of the cost functional

C(p,v) = f.
1

I' p(x,t)lv(x,t)1 2 dxdt,.10 .1TI?,d

(2.49)

over all the density and velocity fields p(x, t) and v(x, t) that satisfy the conditions

(2.47) and (2.48).

o

This proposition shows that the L2 Monge-Kantorovich problem can be reformulated

as finding the velocity vector field v(x, t) by minimizing the functional (2.49) under

the constraints (2.47) and (2.48).

The optimality conditions of the minimization problem (2.49) under the con

straints (2.47) and (2.48) can be written as follows:

v(x, t) = \7<P(x, t), (2.50)

where the potential <P is the Lagrange multiplier of the constraints (247) and (2.48),

and satisfies t.he Hamilton-Jacobi equat.ion

(2.51)

In t.he fluid dynamics context this says the optimal solution is given hy a potential

flow which is pressure free.

Notice t.hat the velocity field (2.50) is of the same form as the velocity field (2.33).

with w = 1 and u = 0, used for mesh adaptation in the GeL method.
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2.5 Image Registration
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Image registration is the process of finding a suitable spat.ial transformation so that

each point in one image can be mapped to a point in the second image. The mapping

should "optimally" match t.he two images in some sense, for example, minimizing

the L 2 norm of the difference bet.ween t.he t.wo images. The opt.imality here depends

on what needs to be mat.ched. Regist.ration is import.ant in finding changes in im

ages t.aken from t.he same object at different. times, from different imaging devices or

from different viewpoints. In t.his section, we give a brief introduction to t.he image

registration problem.

Definition 2.2. Let. dEN. A d-dirnensional image is defined as a mapping,

jR+, such that o:::;p(x) <00, \:!XEIR d
,

where p( x) gives the intensit.y of the image at. a spatial position x E ]Rd and satisfies

the condit.ion

.ld p(x )kdx is finite, for k > o.

The set. of all images is denoted by

Img(d) := {p : ]Rd -----7 ]R P IS a d - dimensional image} .

LJ

Image registration means establishing a suitable spatial t.ransformation stich that

the transformed (deformed) image becomes similar to another one. Typically, one

of the images is vie\ved as a template Po and t.he other one as a target Pl. In this

case, we seek a coordinate transformation ¢ : [Rd ~ IR d , such t.hat the t.arget PI

and the deformed templat.e image are similar (see Figure 2.5 for the case d = 2).

Mat.hemat.ically, an appropriate similarity measure needs to be defined. Different

similarity measures 1) leads to different methods of image registration. The general

registration problem is stat.ed as follows.
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Definition 2.3. Given a distance measure D : Img(d) -----t ]R and two images, Po and

PI E Img(d) defined on n ~ ]Rd, d = 2 or 3 (see Figure 2.4 for t.he 2D case), find a

transformat.ion,

¢: n -------., 0,

such t.hat D(Pl, Po 0 cP- 1) is minimum.

o

Po

Figure 2.4: Transformation of two squares, cP t.ransforms a templat.e image Po (left)
to a t.arget. image PI (right).

In order t.o illust.rate how t.o compute the optimal transformation ¢ for image

regist.ration, in the next. two subsections we briefly summarize two image registra

tion methods. The first met.hod is introduced by Angenent, Haker and Tannenbaum

[HTOl, AHT03]. Their met.hod is based on deriving a partial differential equation

to minimize the L 2 Kantorovich- \f\iasserstein distance under a mass preservation con

st.raint. For fnture reference call this the AHT method. The second met.hod is of

Beg ct al (d. [BMTY05]) which is based on minimizing an energy functional over
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Figure 2.5: Three images of a human brain given as a template image Po (left), a
reference (target) image Pi (middle) and a deformed template (right). The image was
extractcd from the web in the year 2007 during the development of the thesis.

a space of diffeomorphic Hows (smooth invertible Haws with smooth inverse). These

two methods are closely related to the registration methods we develop in this t.hesis.

2.5.1 ART Image Registration Method

Given two images Po and Pi defined on no and .01, respectively, and consider the set

of all diffeomorphisms ¢ that satisfy

(2.52)

where detV¢(~) is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the diffeomorphism ¢.

The similarity between the two images Po and PI is measured by their £2 Kantorovich

Wasserstein distance defined as

(2.53)

where the infimmum is taken among all ¢ satisfying- (2.52).
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Given an initial mapping cPo : Do ----T D l with the mass preserving property (2.52),

the minimizer in (2.53) is shown to be the steady-state solution of the evolution

equation (see [HTOl, AHT03, HT03a, HT03b, HZTA04])

a~~t;) = - po~t;) (cP(t;) - \76- 1div(cP(t;))) . \7cP(t;). (2.54)

In [HZTA04] it is proposed to compute the mapping cPo by solving a family of one

dimensional mass transport problems. First, transport mass along lines parallel to

the x-axis, and then afterward transport mass along lines parallel to the y-axis.

The AHT registration method, described above, has some nice features that are

directly obt.ained from the Kantorovich theory. For example, the optimal transfor

mation aut.omatically adjusts changes in density that result from changes in area or

volume. This method has some disadvantages such as the need of computing an initial

mapping with the mass preserving propert.y (this is not. a straightforward procedure),

and it also requires inverting the Laplacian during each iteration. This method gener

ally needs a significant amount of time for the convergence of (2.54) to the steady-state

solution. In this t.hesis we investigate elastic registration based on solving t.he optimal

mass transport problem with some simpler and efficient methods.

2.5.2 LDDMM Image Registration Method

In this subsect.ion we review the large deformation diffeomorphic metric mappmg

(LDDMJ\!I) registration method as described in [BMTY05].

Consider a family of diffeomorphisms (smooth invertible transformations with

smooth inverse)

cP(-,1:) : 0 ~ 0, 0 C R d
, d = 2 or 3, 0::; t ::; 1.

The goal is to find a particular ¢ that registers the given two images Po and Pl'

The diffeomorphisms are governed by the flow equi1,tion

Dr}; .at = v, cPC, 0) = ld, (2.55)

where v = v(¢C, t), t), t [0,1] is the associated velocity field and icl is the identity

transformation.
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(2.56)

We seek a time-dependent velocity vector field v that gives the optimal matching

diffeomorphism. The associated velocity vector field v is computed as the solution of

the variational problem (see [BMTY05j, [MTY02])

arg:nin (1'] Ilv II~dt + :211po 0 ¢i 1
- P]II~) ,

where arg min stands for the argument of the minimum, V is the space of all smooth

velocity vector fields defined on the domain .0, the norm II . II Ii is defined as

Ilfllv = IILfI12'

where 11·11'2 is the L 2 norm for square integrable functions Ilfll~ = III If(xWdx, and

L is a differential operator defined as

L = (-a6 + 1/) I dxd

where Idxd is a d x d identity matrix. The coefficient a is a smoothing parameter and

the coefficient 1/ is chosen to be positive so that the operator L is non-singular.

The LDDMM method provides a large deformation coordinate system transforma

tion. The diffeomorphic flow may be considered to induce a distance on the space of

diffeomorphisms. The transformations are enforced to be one to one, smooth and in

vertible. If the velocity field is not smooth then the time step in solving (2.55) must be

infinitesimally small to assure diffeomorphism and the endpoint condition will never

be met. Therefore, the computational cost of the LDDlvIM method is considerably

high.



Chapter 3

The MKP Adaptive Mesh Methods

In this chapter we present two adaptive mesh methods based on solving the £2 Monge

Kantorovich problem (L 2 MKP). In the first method, the adaptive mesh is obtained

as the image of the coordinate transformation defined as the optimal mapping that

minimizes the L 2 Kantorovich distance. The optimal mapping is computed as the

steady-state solution of a parabolic Monge-Ampere equation. In the second method,

the mesh redistribution is controlled by the velocity field computed as the solution of

the L 2 MKP in a fluid dynamics framework. From now 011, throughout this thesis, we

refer to these two methods as the PMKP method and the FDMKP method, respec

tively, and we call them the MKP methods. In the next two sections we describe the

details of these two methods.

3.1 The PMKP Adaptive Mesh Method

Assume that we are given a real posi ti ve adaptation function p( x, t), x Ene

IRd, t _ O. The goal is to generate an adaptive mesh that is suitable for solving a

time-dependent physical partial differential equation at some time t. To this end, let

x = x(~, t) be a coordinate transformation defined from the computational domain

Dc C j~d to the physical domain D C jRd, i.e.,

X : Dc ----t D, x = X(~, t).

32
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The adaptive mesh at this fixed time is then obtained as the image of the coordinate

t.ransformation x = x(~J t).

We compute the coordinate transformation at a fixed but arbitrary time t as a

solution of the £2 NIonge-Kantorovich problem constructed by first defining the init.ial

and final densi ties Po and Pl, rcspecti vely, as

and

Pl(X) := p(x, t), \fx E D,

(3.1 )

(3.2)

where Co is some positive constant.

\lve seek a one to one coordinate transformation ¢ defined from Dc to D which

transport.s Po to PI, i.e.,

( Po(~) d~ = ( Pl(X) dx, \fA c D.
.f"'-l(A) .fA

The condition (3.3) and a change of variables lead to

(3.3)

(3.4)

where det(\7¢) is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation ¢.

Therefore, the £2 Monge--Kantorovich problem is the following: for the positive

density functions Po and PI defined as in (3.1) and (3.2) respectively, determine the

mapping x = ¢(~) that minimizes the cost fUllctional

(3.5)

over all functions ¢ satisfying the condition (3.3) or equivalently (3.4), i.e., transferring

the density Po(~),~ E Dc to the density PI(X),X = ¢(~) ED.

The integrand in (3.5) is the Euclidean distance squared weighted by the density

Po(~). Thus, the minimization problem (3.5) gives the closest mapping to the ident.ity

in this weighted space. This feature intends to prevent mesh crossing, a necessity in

adaptive grid generation.
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In Section 2.3, we have seen that the optimal solution of the L 2 Monge-Kantorovich

problem is unique and is characterized as the gradient of a convex function IJ1 (~), i.e.,

¢(~) = \71J1(~). (3.6)

From (3.4) and (3.6) we conclude that the potential IJ1 is a solution of the Monge

Ampere equation

det D2'lJ(~) = Po(~) (3.7)
PI (\7W(~))'

where det D 2 1J1 is the determinant of the Hessian matrix of \[I(~) and \7 is the gradient

operator with respect to ~.

Therefore, the problem of computing the coordinate transformation for the mesh

adaptation in higher dimensions simplifies to the problem of solving the lvlonge

Ampere equation (3.7) (one equation in one scalar potential) with some suitable

boundary conditions. However, the Monge-Ampere equation (3.7) is fully non-linear,

so the problem of developing a fast and robust numerical method is quite challenging.

Oberman [Obe08] developed a wide stencil finite difference schemes to solve (3.7).

The approach of [Obe08] has showed some preliminary success but its efficiency and

practical implementations are still under study.

Our alternative approach for computing an approximate numerical solution to

(3.7) is based on finding a steady-state solution of the logarithmic parabolic Monge

Ampere equation

a\[l = I . (Pl(\7\[1(~))detD2\[1) ( .8)
aT og Po(~)' 3

with some suitable temporal initial and spatial boundary conditions. The logarithmic

term in (3.8) is introduced in order to preserve the convexity of the solution A general

form of (3.8) has been used by many authors to solve the Dirichlet problem for the

Monge-Ampere equation (ef. [Ts090, Ts092, Ts091D·
If we denote by \[100 the solution of (3.8) as T ----7 00, then the optimal mapping ¢

is found by taking the spatial gradient of the potential 'lJoo, i.e.,

(3.9)

where \71J1°° is the gradient of \[100 with respect to ~. Therefore, the adaptive mesh x

is obtained as the image of the optimal solution (3.9), i.e., x = ¢(~).
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3.1.1 Boundary and Initial conditions
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In this subsection we discuss the boundary and initial conditions that we use in solving

for the steady-state solution to (3.8).

'Without loss of generality, we assume that both the computational and the physical

domains Dc and D are squares (in 2D) or cubes (in 3D). In this case, vve introduce

the following Neumann boundary condition

(3.10)

where aDc is the boundary of Dc and n is the outward normal to oDc. The condition

(3.10) enforces the boundary points of Dc to be mapped to the boundary points of D.

We solve (3.8) in conjunction with the Neumann boundary condit.ion (3.10) and

the initial condition
1 T

\]!(~, 0) = \]!o(~) = 2~ . ~ .

This initial condit..ion assures t.hat we always start from a uniform mesh.

3.1.2 The Stopping Criterion

(3.11)

In this subsection we describe the stopping criterjon for solving the parabolic Monge

Ampere equation (3.8) to the steady-state solution.

We derive the stoppjng criterion based on the observation that the gradient of the

solution of the Monge-Ampere equation (3.7) is unique. Therefore, if the stead-state

solution of (3.8) exists then it is unique up to a constant, i.e.) 'V\]!oo) is the unique

minimizer of the cost functional (3.5). This concludes that the functional

(3.12 )

is decreasing in time and its minimum is achjeved as T ~ 00. Thus) II'V\]!(~, T) 

~Ib T > 0, changes slowly close to the steady-state solution. This means that

(3.13)
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where wy is the partial derivative of w(~, T) with respect to T. Therefore, we use the

following convergence criterion

I

resn
= IIVW~ 112 = Ci, IV\Iiy(~, T

n
)1

2 d~) 2 < TOL

where TOL is the user defined tolerance

3.1.3 Existence and Uniqueness Results

(3.14)

\iVe now discuss the global existence, uniqueness and convergence of the solution of

the initial boundary value problem (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) to the solution of the Monge

Ampere equation (3.7).

Equation (3.7) is a particular case of the following general form of the Monge

Ampere equation

(3.15)

The authors in [LTU86] study the problem (3.15) for a bounded uniformly convex

domain D C jRd supplied with the Neumann boundary condition

V\Ii . n = f (~, \Ii), on 8D, (3.16)

where n denotes the unit outward normal vector field to 3D.

Existence of globally smooth convex solutions of the boundary value problem

(3.15), (3.16) can be shown under suitable regularity and structure on D, g, and f
(d. [8803, 8804]). In what follows we describe these results.

Consider the initial value problem

{

~~ ~ log (det D'w) -logg(~,", \7w)

V'l'(D,O) = D*

wC,O) = \Iio in D,

in D x [O,T),

(3.17)

on a time interval [0, T), T > 0, where D, D* c JRd, d _ 2 are smooth strictly convex

domains. Let \Ii 0 : D ---7 ,be a smooth strictly convex function satisfying

(3.18)
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Moreover, assume

to be a smooth positive function such that

.9z > 0, (3.19)

where z is the argument used for the solution wand .9z is the derivative of the functioll

9 with respect to z. The condition (3.18) is equivalent to h (VW) = () on aD, for a

smooth strictly convex function W, where h : JR.d ~ 1R is a smooth strictly concave

function such that hl80 = °and IVhi = 1 on aD*. Here, stn.ctly convex functwn

means a function whose Hessian matrix is positive definite, and stnctly convex domam

means a domain for which all principal curvatures (minimuIIl and maximum values

of the curvature) of the boundary are posi tive.

The existence, uniqueness, and convergence of (3.17) follow directly from the fol

lowing theorem (d. [SS03]):

Theorem 3.1. Assume that D, D*, .9 and Wo are as defined above. Furthermore,

assume that either

gz C °- - 9> )
9

(3.20)

or

(3.21)
III D.

{
detD2wo - logg (~, wo, Vwo) ~ 0,

JT h (V\]1o)IT=o = 0, on aD.

Then there exists a smooth strictly convex function, W : D x (0, (0) ~ r , that solves

(3.17) for all times, i.e., T = 00, and W converges smoothly to a solution WOO of

{
detD2\]1OO(~) -:- .9 (~, lJloo, VlJloo(~)) ,

VlJloo(D) = [2*,

in n
(3.22)

as T ----> 00. Furthermore, if (3.20) is satisfied then W is smooth on [0, T] and converges

exponentially to WOO for T E [0,(0).

L1
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In what. follows we show that t.he solution of (3.8), defined on a square domain (for

simplicity, D = [O,I]d C ]Rd, d = 2,3, ... ) 1 exists and COllver~es weakly to the unique

solution of the Monge-Ampere equation (3.7).

Let D( to be a smooth strictly convex domain obtained by modifying the bound

aries of the square D where (see Figure 3.1)

E = sup {I~I - ~21 : ~l E oD'~2 E oD,},
~l'~2

where I . I is the standard Euclidean norm defined in ]Rd.

Now define

such that

where A, is a smooth strictly convex subset of jRd.

Remark 3.1. Originally Wf was defined on D(; we can extend it to d by using the

convention

Wf(~)= sup {~·x-cI>((x)}, ~EJRd,
XEA, .

where <P~ is defined as

<p'(X) = sup {~. x - W((~)}, x E
~'-\2<

d

D

Let 1J1( be a solution to the initial-bounda.ry value problem (3.8), (3.10), (3.11)

for all time T and suppose that the conditions (3.20) and (3.21) are satisfied for

t.he funct.ion .9 defined a.s t.he right. hand side of (3.7) for the smooth strictly convex

domains D, and Ac Therefore, from Theorem 3.1 1J1( converges smoothly to the unique

solution of

{
p1 (\lWf(~))detD2w( = p~(~),

\lw«(D~) = At"
(3.23)
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a smooth strictly convex domain DE and a square domain D for
the 2D case.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that P~ ----> Pl, P~ ----> Po weakly in V (ll~d) and the support of

P't, PC) c B R , a subset of a disk of radius R, and let \fie and \fI be as defined in (3.23)

and (3.7). If °E D,O E Dt,VE, then as t ----> 0,

(3.24)

for 1 ::; p < 00.

o

The proof of Theorem 3.2 is a direct consequence of the following facts.

Theorem 3.3. If \fit : ~r1 ----> ~ are convex and for each compact set K,

where CK is a constant depending only on K, then there exist \fI : ~r1 ----> !R convex

such that 1\7\f11 <::: JVJK on each K and \fIc" ----> \fI in Wl~:(~d) for a subsequence {\fI'''}.
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Proof: To prove this result, it suffices to bound

/~ l'VwEldx and .ll'V
2

WE1 dX

The first. bound is given by theorem 1 (pages 144-145) of the book by Evans-Gariepy

[EG92]. In fact, that theorem gives the stronger result:

(3.25)

By (3.25) and the Ascoli-Arzela theorem (e.g. see [Dsh01]), up to a subsequence, W(

converges uniformly to a convex function Wand 'VW E converges weakly t.o 'VW.

Next, let ad,'" aE,d be the eigenvalues of D 2wE
. Then

I
D 2 ,T, E 1

2 2 d
'-l' = aE,] + ... + aE,d

and

where D 2 is the Hessian mat.rix and 6. is the Laplacian operator. Because WE IS

convex, the eigenvalues are nonnegative. Thus,

(3.20)

(3.27)

(3.28)

But if B is a ball then by t.he divergence theorem

( 6.W( = ( 'VW E
. ndeJ S ( I'VWEI deJ s Cf{eJ(oB).

.l8 .lOB .lOB
To obtain the last inequality, we have used (3.25). Here n is the unit outward normal

to the boundary BB By (3.26) and (3.27), we have

J~ ID
2

\lJEI ::; IdCf{eJ(oB).

Using (3.25) and (3.28), we have proven that 'VW E is bounded in BV(K) (functions

of bounded variation) for each compact set. By theorem 4 (page 176) of t.he book by

Evans-Gariepy [EG92], up to a subsequence, we have that 'VW E converges in L J (K)

to 'V\lJ. Because by (3.25) 'VW( is bounded in UX!(K) we conclude that up to that

subsequence, 'V\lJ E converges in LP(K) to 'V\lJ.
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lJ

Remark 3.2. The uniquen ~s of t.he solution of the Monge-Ampere equation (3.7)

implies t.hat the whole sequence {w~} converges to W.

Proof of the remark: Assume the converse, i.e., suppose that there exist.s some

positive number co such that

\;jf ::; fo.llw
E

- wllwI.P(Q) _ fO, Q C]Rd
loc

This cont.radicts t.he fact that there exists a subsequence {WEn} that converges to the

unique solution W.

o

3.1.4 Implementation of the PMKP Method

In this subsection we describe the implementation of the PMKP met.hod and the

computat.ional det.ails of solving the initial boundary value problem (3.8), (3.10) and

(3.11). We describe these details for 2D; the 3D case follows similarly.

For the 2D case, for simplicity let Dc = D = [0,1]2, we consider the Neumann

boundary condi tion

oW
o~ = 0, on ~ = 0, 1,

and the initial condition

oW
07] = 1, on rl = 0, 1, (3.29)

(3.30)

The boundary conditions (3.29) follow direct.ly from (3.10).

We discretize (3.8) on the unit. square domain Dc with a uniform mesh of size

!vi x N. To t.his end, define

1
t::.~ = N! _ 1 '

1
t::. rl = N _ 1 ' i = 1, 2, . . . , N!, j = 1, 2, . . . ,N,

~i = (i - l)t::.~, 7]) = (j - l)t::. r/,

(3.31)

(3.32)
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where the variable T denot.es the artificial time used during the comput.ation of the

steady-st.ate solut.ion, and \7 is t.he gradient operator with respect to the computa

tional domain variable at. (';i, T}j).

Then, for the spatial discretization, we use st.andard centered finite difference ap

proximations for the second-order derivatives in (3.8) on a. nine point stencil (see Fig

ure 3.2). After the spatial discretization, we integrate the resulting system of ordinary

differential equations using an explicit scheme, for example, first order forward-Euler

or a higher-order Runge-Kutta scheme.

i-I ,j+ 1 i,j+ 1 i+ 1,j+l

lJ
i-I ,j .....-----..-----...... i+ 1,j

i-l,j-l i,j-l i+ 1,j-l

Figure 32: A nine point stencil used in approximating tlw second order derivatives.

Let the numerical solution Uq of the physical problem and the adaptive mesh xi)
at time t = tq

, q E N, be given. Here, t denotes the real time variable for the physical

problem. 'vVe can then use the PMKP method to compute the adaptive mesh for the

next time level xi/1 (at time t = t,,+I) by first computing t.he adaptation function,

for instance,

(3.33)
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where \:J is the gradient operator with respf'ct to the physical domain variables.

Define the density function PI as

43

PI (x) = p(x, tq
), \/x E 0,

and define the initial density as

(3.34)

(3.35)

We then compute the optimal transformation that transports Po to PI as the

spatial gradient of the steady-state solution of the initial boundary value problem

(3.8), (3.29), (3.30).

The procedure we employ to solve for the: steady-state solution and then compute

the ada.ptive mesh xq
+] is summarized in the following steps:

1 C· ,T," d n. [ven 'l:' ij an x ij

2. Compute p;t(xij) using (3.33)

3. Compute det D2 Wij

4. Set

5. Set

,
n _ . (PI (xij) det D2Wij)

F,) - log (I: )
Po ~ij

6. Update W~~+I with the forward Euler scheme

7 C t n+1 n,T,n+'. ompu e X'i) = V'l:',j

8. If II\:JOTW~~+1112 ~ TOL go to 9, else set n = n + 1 and go to 2

o S A q+1 n+ I d
J. et X q = x ij an' stop.

Here aT denotes the hme derivative with respect to T, TOL IS the user supplied

tolerance, 'i = 1,2, ... ,Ai and] = 1,2, ... ,N.
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3.2 The FDMKP Adaptive Mesh Method

In the previous section we computed the adaptive mesh by solving directly for the

coordinate t.ransformation. In this section, we describe the FDMKP met.hod t.o com

pute the adaptive mesh. For the FD1VIKP method, the mesh adaptat.ion is achieved

by employing a velocity field to control the mesh movement. The velocity field is com

puted by solving the £2 iVlonge-Kantorovich problem in a fluid dynamics framework.

Thus, the FDJVIKP method is a velocity based method, and it is closely related to the

GCL method of [CHR02] discussed in Subsection 2.2.1.

3.2.1 Implementation of FDMKP Method

In this subsection, we explain the procedure for computing adaptive an mesh by the

FDMK method.

(3.36)
op
OT + 'V . (pv) = 0,

Let D, Dc C jRd, d = 2 or 3, be the physical and the computation domains,

respectively. Consider the problem of generating an adaptive mesh on the physical

domain n for a given adaptation function.

Given the physical solution at time t = tP, p E f:::!, we would like to determine the

adaptive mesh x p+ J at the next time level t - tP+1
. To this end, we first compute Po

and Pl using (3.35) and (3.34), respectively. Then, fix a time interval E [0, T], T >

0; for simplicity we take T = 1. Then, consider all possible smooth enough time

dependent velocity and density fields v(~, T) and p(~, T) > 0, for ~ E Dc and T E [0,1],

that satisfy

and

pC,O) = Po, pC, 1) = PI· (3.37)

In this formulation, the transport of Po to PI is controlled by the velocity field

v(~, T), T E [0,1]. If we were to follow the motion of a point ~ E Dc, then it now

follows a time-dependent trajectory q)( ~, T), T E [0, 1], and the final posi tion of this

point is x = c/J(~, 1) in the physical domain D.
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The goal is to compute the velocity and density fields v(~, T) and p(~, T), respcr

tively, which solve the minimization problem

(3.38)

over all v(~, T) and p(~, T) that satisfy the conditions (3.36) and (3.37).

The adaptive mesh x P+ 1 is obtained by defining the flow ¢(~, T) which is computed

by time integration of the evolution equation

d¢ = '( c )dT V ,,-,T 1
(3.39)

frorn T = 0 to T = 1.

\Ne summarize the steps of computing the adaptive mesh at the time levE'l t = tP+ l

using the FDMKP method as follows:

1. Given the physical solution UP, compute Po and PI using (3.35) and (3.34).

2. Comput.e the optimal velocity field v(~, T) for ~ E DCl T E [0,11 by solving the

minimizat.ion problem (3.38).

3. Compute ¢(~, T) by solving the initial value problem (3.39) for T = () t.o T = 1.

4. Compute the adaptive mesh by setting

x p+ 1 = ¢(~, 1).

3.2.2 The Saddle Point Problem Formulation

In 8ertion 2.3, we have seen t.hat. the optimality conditions for t.he minimization

problem (3.38) can be written as

v(~, T) = \7<P(~, T),

where t.he potential <P sol ves t.he Hamilton-J acobi equation

(3.4())

(3.41 )
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'vVe use the augmented Lagrangian method (d. [BBOO]) to compute the numerical

solution of the minimization problem (3.38) with the constraints (3.36) and (3.37).

The Lagrangian for the minimization problem (3.38) with the constraints (3.36)

and (3.37) can be written as

L((f>,p, m) =

(3.42)

where p = p(€" T), m = p(€" T)V(€" T), \7 is the gradient with respect to the ::;patial

variables €, and (f>(€" T) is space-time dependent Lagrange multiplier for the constraints

(3.36) and (3.37).

Therefore, ::;olving the £2 fI,/ionge-Kantorovich problem in the fluid dynamics frame

work i::; equivalent to solving the saddle-point problem

inf sup L((f>, p, m).
p,m (f>

3.2.3 The Saddle Point Problem Solution Procedure

(3.43)

In this subsection we briefly discuss the numerical details and the solution procedure

for the saddle-point problem (3.43).

Introduce the notation (adopted from [BBOO])

f.L = {p, m}, q = {a, b}, (f.L, q) = t j f.L' q,
.fa ' \2

(3.44)

F (q) = {O if q E K,
+00 else,

where

and G((f» = l (<D(·,O)po - <D(-, l)pdd€,dT,
.fn

(3.45 )

K={{a,b}: xffi:d
, S.t. a+I~12 ~o}.

The problem (3.43) is equivalent to the new saddle-point problem

sup inf L e U1>, q, f.L),
,L <P.q

(3.46)

(3.47)
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where LT is the augmented Lagrangian defined as,

LTUP,q,J-l) = F(q) + G(<I» + (p, \7~,T<P - q)
T

+2(\7 ~,T <I> - q, \7~,T - q),
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(3.48)

where T is a positive parameter and \7 c is the space-time gradient operator defined
.",T

as

in which OT is the temporal derivative operator and \7 is the spatial gradient operator

with respect to ~.

The theoretical existence of the saddle-point for the Lagrangian (3.43) or (3.47) is

described in [Gui03].

Recasting (3.43) as (3.47) allows it to be solved by the ALG2 algorithm of [FG83].

This algorithm is based on a relaxat.ion of the Uzawa algorit.hm.

ALG2 Algorithm:

2. Find <I>/l such that

L ( ,1'.11 n-l 11) < L (,1'. n-l n)r'¥,q ,p _ .,. '¥,q ,J.L,

3. Find qn such that

L (ffi11 TI. 11) < L (C1'.11 71)r '¥ ,q ,p _ .,. ±' ,q,p ,

4. Update p using

Vq

(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51)

(where T > 0 is a parameter of the augmentf'd Lagrangian).

5. Go to step 2.
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To find <I>n in step 2 differentiate L r with respect to <I> and then integrate by parts in

space and t.ime to obtain

-T6 <I>n = \7 . (/-in - Tqn-l) ,
~.T ~,T

(3.52)

vvith periodic boundary conditions in space and Neumann boundary condit.ions in

time, i.e.,

TOT <I>n e, 0)

TDT <I>n(-,l)

Po - pn(-, 0) + Ta.n-Ie, 0),

PI - r/ l
(-, 1) + To.

n
-

I (-,1).

(3.53)

(3.54)

Finding qn in step 3 is equivalent to solving for (0., b) as

where

(3.55)

n c-)2cpn pfl m
a (~,T) = ~2 + -, ,(In(~,T) = \7<I>n +-.

uT T T

The convergence of the ALG2 algorithm described above is shown m [Gui03].

The convergence criterion can be obtained using the optimality conditions (3.40) and

(3.41). Precisely speaking, we define the convergence criterion in terms of the residual

of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (3.41)

Notice that the residual resn converges towards 0 as we approach the optimal solution

of the Monge--Kant.orovich problem. In practice, to stop the computations we use the

normalized convergence criterion

errn = JO

I

In pn Ircs
n

I 2 < TOL,

Ial
.J~ pH I\7~ <I>n I

(3.56)

where TOL is the user defined convergence tolerance.

For a discretization with N total points in the space-time domain the cost of

comput.ations involved in steps 3 and 4 in t.he AIG2 are of order O(N). The Poisson's
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(3.57)

equation (3.52) derived in step 2 can be solved at a cost of O(N log N). Therefore,

t.he total cost of this method is O(nN log N); 71. is the number of iterations required

for convergence.

Typically, in two spatial dimensions, if the spatial mesh is of size n~ x nYJ and the

number of points in time is nT' then total number of points in the spacr-time lattice

(for simplicity we take it to be defined on the unit cube [0,1]3) is N = nE, . TI.,., . TIT.

The space-time Poisson's equation (3.52) can be approximated using the five-point.

approximation to the Laplacian

where

6.T = 1/(nT - 1), 6.E, = 1/(nE, - 1), 6.'rI = 1/(nT/ - 1)

and

for i = 1,2,··· ,nE" j = 1,2,··· ,71..,., and k: = 1,2,··· ,n.T ·

Taylor-expansion of l'>ijkCP about (';i, 'rIj, Td gives

(3.58)

Therefore, t.he error in solving (3.52) is of O(6.e + 6.1/2+ 6.T 2
). In our computat.ions,

we choose 7I.T = nE, = n T/·

3.3 Solution Procedure for the Physical Problem

In this section we explain in detail the steps to compute a numerical solution of a

two-dimensional time dependent partial differential equation using the MKP adaptive

mesh methods.

Consider the time dependent. physical PDE

(3.59)
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with the init.ial condition

U(.T, y, 0) = uo(x, y)

50

and some appropriate boundary conditions in space.

Let D to denote the domain of the physical variables (x, y), and let D" denote the

domain of the computational domain variables (~, Tl).

In what follows, we describe the procedure llsed to solve the time dependent PDE

(3.59) using the PMKP or the FDMKP method.

To apply the MKP methods to solve (3.59), we first. rewrite the PDE (3.59) Ln

terms of the computational domain variabll's by first rewriting (3.59) in the form

(3.60)

(3.62)

(3.G1)

and then write the derivatives ux , uy , Uxx , uxy , Uyy in terms of the computational do

main variables ~"'I (see [HR99] for rnore details) as follows:

1 1
lIx - J [+(y,/u)E - (YEU),/] = J [+y,/uE - y(U,,] ,

1 1
uy J [-(x7/u)E + (xE u )7)] = J [-x7)uE+ X(U7)] ,

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)

where J is the determinant of the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation defined

as

3.3.1 Finite Difference Scheme

In this subsection, we illustrate the details of the spatial discretization of the physical

problem (3.60) for the first and second order derivative terms as described in [HR99].
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For convenience, let the computational domain Oc to be the unit square. Let
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(3.66)

where ~." "7J are as gIven m (3.31), i = 1,2"" ,M and J = 1,2"" . N for some

positive integers 111 and N.

Using a nine point stencil (see figure 3.2), the forms (3.61), (3.62), (3.63), (3.64)

and (3.65) for the derivatives u x , 'Uv' 'I1:rx,uxy and 'uvv , respectively. are approximated

with finite differences in tbe computational domain nco These terms are approximated

at the point (~i, 'flj) by the central finite differences

where

where

D I~ [yc'IJ.T/] . ~ Yc i J'+l V,i J'+l - Yc i J'_l 'U" )'_1,uTI ~ <.,., 2 ' 2 ~" 2 '. 2
(Ei ,TIJ )

1
'IJ. ,'J'± I = - (V,iJ±1 +UiJ)'

, . 2 2' .

(3.67)

(3.68)

1
Y~.i,j_q = 46~6rl (Yt+l,j±1 - Yi,J±J + Yi+l,j - Yi-I,J)'

The terms Try v,~ and :£EV,rl are similarly discretized. The terms in the right hand side

of (3.63), used to compute U IT , are discretized as follows:

(3.69)

(3.70)
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1 [YCi,j+4 Y7),i,]+~1l~,i,]+4
671 J" I. ( t,j I :2

JICi,)-4 Y7).i,j-i"UCi ,j-4 ]

J", I )
1,)- 2
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(3.71)

where

(3.72)

Yi,) 1 - YiJ

61]

, J:i,j - Xi-I,j
:r;~,i-4,j = 6~

Yi,) - Yi,j -I
Y 1=
. (.1,)-} 6'17

Ui'LJ - Ui,j
Uc..tH,j = 6~

'U,,j+1 - "U'ij
"Ur/,i,j '~ = 6r;

'1L"j - 'If.,_ J ,j

UC,-~,j = 6~

'Ui,j - V,t,j-l

"UCi,J-~ = 617

J I '
'-2')

(X~Yrl - xrlydi: 1,j

1
--- [(x I' - T) ('I) 1- 'I.j' 1+ y' I' 1- Y I ' t)46~6"7 ',+ ,J . ',J . q+ . 1,J- 1+ ,J+ . t+ ,)-

- (:l)i+l.j - y,,j) (Xi,j+1 - Xi,j-J + Xi+Lj+1 - :Li+l.j-I)] 1

(1:~YIJ - :rrIY~)i_1.)
2'

1
-4-6-~-6-r; [(x',J - Xi-I,j) (:l)i.]+1 - yi,j-I + Yi-I,)+I - Yi-lj-I)

- (Yi,J - Yi-I,j) (1:i,j+l - Ti,j-l + x'-[,J+I - :L,_l,j_,)] 1

(X~Y7) - XrIY~)"J-'-1

1
-4-6-~-6-r; [(Ti+I,) - :Ti-I,j + ]';'1+1.)+1 - 1.'i-I,)+I) (Y7,)+1 - '!/t,))

- (Y'+I,j - :ti,-I,j + Yi+l,j+1 - Yi-I,) I) (X7.j+1 - Xi,j)] ,

- (x~Y7) - :r7)Y~)i.j-4

1
46~6 [(:[i+I,J - Xi-I,j + :I:i+l.j-1 - :Li-l.]-d (:I)i,] - Y'i,j-dr; , . '

- (:1)7+1) - Y'-l.j + !Ii I l.j-I - Yi-I.j-I )(.7:1.) - :I:i,J-I)] .
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(3.73)
aF

aE,

We notice that the above approximations for the derivatives with respect to ~ and

T) are of the forms

(3.74)
aF Fi'J I - F· Il I,J-}

an ~T)

In what follows we derive the truncation error for the expression (3.73).

Using Taylor-expansion about (E,i) 77J) we can write the terms in the right hand

and

side of (3.73) as follows:

~~ ~e ~e
FI'+-21 ,j = F J + -Fc IJ + --Fcc' . + --Fuc" + ... ,I, 2" , 8 ",7,J 48 """,Z,] , (3.75)

~~ ~e ~eF I = F . - -Fc.· . + -Fu .. - --Fuc .. + ...
1- 'j,j I,J 2 ,,'/,] 8 "",Z,J 48 "",z,J ' (3.76)

which leads to

(3.77)

Therefore, the truncation error for the expression (3.73) is O(~e). Similarly the

truncation error for the expression (3.74) can be derived.

We use the method of lines for the numerical solution of the physical PDE. First,

discretize the sYstem (3,60) in space using central finite differences and then integrate

the resulting ODE system of equations for one time level.

For the mesh adaptation we use the arc-length adaptation function

(3.78)

and the adaptation function

(3.79)

where 0', f3 are scalars, \7x = (ax,ay), and \7~ = (OE-'Ory). Notice that the adapta

tion function (3.79), unlike (3.78), is defined in term of the computational domain

variables. The adaptation function (3.79) was Llsed by Ceniceros and Hou [CHOl] to

generate adaptive mesh for potentially singular solutions.
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In standard moving mesh methods one solves the physical problem and the mesh

PDEs simultaneously or alternately for the physical solution and the mesh. In this

thesis we solve these equations alternately. Specifically, if we are given the mesh x n

and the physical solution un at time level 71, then to obtain the solution un+1 at time

level n + 1 we proceed as follows:

1. Compute the adaptation function p at time step 71 using (3.78) or (3.79)

2. Compute the adaptive mesh using the PMKP or FDMKP method

3. Compute un + 1 by integrating the ODE system obtained from the spatial dis

cretization of (3.60)

4. Set n = n+l and go to 1.



Chapter 4

Numerical Experiments

In this chapter we present two and three dimensional numerical results to demon

strate the performance and various features of the PIvIKP and the FDMKP methods.

More precisely, we give several numerical examples to illustrate the properties and

the quality measure of the adaptive meshes generated using these methods. Some

examples are included to compare the MKP methods with the GCL method and the

PMA method. vVe consider both cases where the adaptation function is given as an

analytic function and for some real applications. Here, we apply the MKP methods

t.o find a numerical solution for the two-dimensional Burgers' equation.

In two spatial dimension, we use the function

(4.1 )

as a measure of how close the distribut.ion of the obtained mesh comes to equid is

tributing the adaptation function p(:r:, y, t). Here, Incl is t.he area of the computa.

tional domain nco A good a.daptive mesh is obtained as the surface of t.he function

Eadp (.r, y, t) is close to 1. Roughly speaking, we find that a well equidist.ributed Dlesh

is obtained for the surface Eadp(.r, ;/.}, t) t.hat is in between 0.8 and 1.2. The function

Eadp(:r, y, t) has been used in [Hua05] and [CHR02] t.o measure the mesh quality.

All the computations for the IVIKP methods were done in a double precision For

t.ran 77. The computations for t.he PMA method were done in Matlab 7.1. The

computations for the GCL method were done in C++ All the computations in this

55
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chapter were done on a computer with a 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron processor.
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Example 4.1. To sho'vv the effectiveness of the MKP methods for generating adaptive

meshes, we use the time dependent analytic funct.ion

p(x, t) = 1 + 5exp (-flO I(x - 0.5 - t)2 + (y - 0.5)2 - 0.091), t> 0, (4.2)

as an adaptation function. This adaptat.ion function has been used to test t.he methods

of [CHR02] for adaptive grid generation.

The function (4.2) has its maximum values on a circle of radius 0.3 moving hor

izontally to t.he right. The adapt.ive mesh is expected to cluster around this moving

circle.

\Ve apply bot.h the PMKP and the FDMKP methods to generate adaptive meshes

for the given adaptation function (4.2). The adaptive meshes are comput.ed in the

time interval [0,1] at the discrete time levels tn = (n - 1).6.t, n = 1,2, ... 101 , for

.6.t = 0.01. The total time used t.o compute the meshes at. these t.ime levels is of order

two minutes for each method for a mesh of size 41 x 41.

The generated adaptive meshes together with the surfaces of t.he equidistribution

measure function Eadp(x, y, t) at some selected times t = 0,0.25,0.5 and 0.75, are

shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 for the case of using the PMKP the FDlvlKP

met.hods, respectively. Observe that in both figures the mesh points are, as expected,

concentrated around a circle moving horizontally to the right and leaving the domain

while maintaining its shape. Table 4.1 shows the values of the function Eadp(x, y, t)

comput.ed by t.he PMKP and the FDMKP methods. Notice that the maximum and

minimum values of t.he function Eadp(x, y, t) for the FDMKP method case are not

as good as for the PMKP method case This is due to some reasons related to t.he

numerical relaxation method used in solving the saddle point problem for the optimal

mesh velocit.y. Also the t.ime int.egrat.ion of t.he mesh velocity contributes extra error

in the computation of the adaptive mesh.
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Figure 4.1: Example 4.1. The plots of the adaptive meshes (left) and the equidistribu
hon measure function Eadp(T, y, t) (right) computed with the PMKP method for the
adaptation function (4.2) at t = 0,0.25,0.5,0.75. The surface of Eadp(:L, y, t) shows a
very accurate equidistribution of the mesh.
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Figure 4.2: Example 4.1. The plots of the adaptive meshes (left) and the surfaces of
Eadp(x, y, t) (right) computed using the FDMKP method for the adaptation function
(4.2) at t = 0,0.25,0.5, 0.75. Notice that the mesh points are properly concentrated
in the right regions.
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PMKP FDMKP
Ernin £'rnax Ernin En1ax

t=O 0.9441 1.0426 0.9055 1.1642
t = 0.25 0.9589 1.0782 0.8554 1.2662
t = 0.5 0.9599 1.0919 0.8201 1.4632
t = 0.75 0.9290 1.0668 0.7981 1.34R1
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Table 4.1: Example 4.1. The table shows the II1C1ximum and minimum values of t.he
mesh quality measure function E(:L, y, t) with respect to the adaptation function (4.2)
for the PMKP and the FDlvIKP methods.

Example 4.2. In this example, we apply the FDMKP and the PMKP methods to

generate two-dimensional adaptive meshes for a given analyticR,l solut.ion of a physical

problem. Let the physical solution to be defined as

4

u(x, y) = 5.0 - ~ tanh (30 (16(x - Xi)2 + 16(y - yJ2 - 0.125)) , (4.3)
·,=0

where (x,:IJ) E D = (0,1) X (0, 1) and Xi = 0.5,3/8,3/8,5/8,5/8 and Yl = 0.5,3/8,5/8,

5/8,3/8, for i = 0,1,2,3,4, respectively.

For the solution (4.3), its large variations occur around five circles with centers at

(Xl' Yi), i = 0,1,2,3,4, as seen in Figure 4.3. Thus, the adaptive mesh is expected to

concentrate the grid points around these five circles.

We apply both the PMKP and the FDMKP methods with the Mc-length adapta

tion function (3.79) to generate the adaptive mesh corresponding to the solution (4.3).

Figure 4.4 shows the adaptive meshes computed with the P"MKP and the FDMKP

methods. Clearly, the mesh points are well concentrated in the correct regions as ex

pected. To show the mesh quality, we also plot the equidistribution measure function

Eadp(x. y) in Figure 4.4.

In this example we study the stopping criterion (3.14) for the PMKP method (see

Subsection 3.1.2). Here, we plot the res = II\7wr 112 as a function of the number of

iterations of the first order Euler scheme used for the time integration of the para

blie Monge-Ampere equation (3.8). We run the scheme for a very large number of

iterations and then plot the residaul to see how it decreases in time. This gives an
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Figure 4.3: Example 4.2. The plot of the physical solution (4.3) defined on the physical
domain D of size 41 x 41 grid points.

estimate of when to stop the time integration. The plot of the residual is shown in

Figure 4.5. Observe that the £2 norm of the residaul is decreasing as time evolves

(i.e. the number of iterations increases). In this example, we only need about 12000

iterations to obtain a very good approximation for the solution. In this case, the £2

norm of the residual is about 10-2
.
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Figure 4.4: Example 4.2. A typical adaptive mesh of size 41 x 41 (first roW), a cutaway
of the adaptive mesh in the region close to where the solution has large variation
(second row) and the surface of the function Eodp(T, y) (third row) computed using
the PMKP method (left) and the FDMKP method (right).
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Figure 4.5: Example 4.2. The loglog plot of the L 2 norm of the residaul obtained in
the time integration of the parabolic Monge-Ampere equation.

Example 4.3. In this example, we demonstrate the capability of the FDMKP and

the PMKP methods for generating adaptive meshes by considering the adaptation

function defined as the analytic function

p(x, y, t) = 1 + 5.0 exp (-100 (y - 0.5 - 0.25 sin(27rx) sin(27rt) )2) ) (4.4)

which simulates the motion of a periodic sine wave.

In Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, we show the adaptive meshes together with the mesh

quality measure function E(x, y, t) at times t = 0,0.25, and 0.75 obtained with the

PMKP and the FDMKP methods, respectively. Notice that the mesh concentration

accurately captures the moving sine wave. The function E( x, y, t) is approximately

equal lover the whole physical domain. Also notice that, for this example, at time

t = 1 we exactly recover the adaptive mesh obtained at t = 0 due to the fact that

the two meshes are obtained as a result of solving the same L 2 Monge-Kantorovich

problem because the adaptation function has the same val ue at t = 0 and t = 1.
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Figure 4.6: Example 4.3. Plot of adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(:r, y) (right) obtained with the PMKP method. Note that the mesh is properly
concentrated along the moving sine wave.
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Figure 4.7: Example 4.3. Plot of adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x, y) (right) obtained with the FDMKP method. Note that the mesh is properly
concentrated along the moving sine wave.
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Example 4.4. In this example, we compare the quality of the adaptive meshes gener

ated with the PMKP and the FDMKP methods wit.h t.he adaptive meshes generated

by the GCL lCHR.02] and the PMA [8\;\106] methods. To t.his end, we study two dif

ferent. cases of adapt.ation funct.ions. In t.he first case, we consider a t.ime dependent

adaptation function defined as the analytic function

p(x, y, t) = 1 + 10 exp (-50 I(x - 0.5 - 0.25 cos(27ft))2

+ (y - 0.5 - 0.25sin(27ft))2 - 0.(11). (4.5)

In the second case we use the adapt.ation funct ion

p(T, y, t) = 1 + 5 sech (-50 (T + Y - 1.5t - 0.25))

+5 sech (-50 (x + y + 1.5t - 1.75)). (4.6)

The function (4.5) simulates the periodic motion of a circle defined on a unit square

domain, and its large values occur around this moving circle. The funct.ion (4.6)

simulates the motion of two linear front.s traveling towards each other.

\IVe use the adapt.ation function (4 5) for generating the adapti ve mesh. The mesh

quality measure function E(T, y, t) in (4.1) is used to compare the qualit.y of the

adaptive meshes obtained by the PMKP, FDMKP, PMA and GCL methods.

In Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 we show the minimum and t.he maximum values of t.he

function E(x, y, t) for t.he two cases of using the adapt.ation functions (4.5) and (4.6),

respectively. In Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 we show the adap

t.ive meshes and the corresponding surfaces of the function E(x, y, t) computed using

the four adaptive mesh met.hods at some select.ed times t = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75.

Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 present t.he adaptive meshes

and t.he surface of the function E(x, y, t) for the linear wave adaptation function (4.6)

at t = 0.0, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.5. Observe that, the surfaces of Eadp(x, y, t) stay close to

1 for all times t, and the adaptive meshes are smoother and more accurately concen

trat.ed in the proper regions for the P\,IKP method compare to the FDMKP, PMA

and GCL methods. The GCL method breaks down for the case of the two linear front

waves Cl.oaptation function, and that is mainly due to the fact that. t.he mesh obtained

by the GCL method follows t.he moving features of the adapta.tion fUllct.ion. The
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FDMKP method doesn't have this problem although it, is closely related to the GCL

method. The reason for this is because the mesh obtained by the FD MKP method at

the current time level is independent from that obtained in the previous time level.

Notice that, for the (4.6), when using the MKP methods, the adaptive meshes

obtained at times t > 0.5 (after the collision of the two shocks) are exactly the same

as the ones obtained at t.imes t < 0.5 (before the collision of t.he t.wo shocks), This is

due to the fact t.hat the adaptation function has the same value before and after the

collision of the two shocks and as a result the same L 2 Monge-·Kant.orovich problem

is solved to obtain the adaptive mesh before and after t.he collision time.

PMKP FDMKP PMA GeL
Emin Ernax Eulin E ma•x Ernin E llIax Ernin Erna•x

t = 0 0.991tl 1.01~7 0.8939 1.1977 1.1095 1.2105 0.9134 1.1102
t = 0.25 0.9892 1.0160 0.8403 1.2816 0,9110 1.6676 0,7976 1.1821
t = 0,5 0.9924 1.0193 0.8178 1.4245 0.9486 1.7231 0.2885 4.0641
t = 0.75 0.9899 1.0168 0.6679 1.2599 0.9619 1.7416 0.2103 5.64,54

Table 4.2: Example 4.4. The tal,le shows the maximum and minimum values of the
mesh qualit.y measure function E(x, y, t) with respect t.o the adaptat.ion funct.ion (4.5)
for t.he methods PMKP, FDMKP, PMA and GCL,

PMKP FDMKP PMA GeL
E rnin Emax Emin Erncu< E rnin Erna.x Ernin E'fln..x

t=O 0.9852 1.0238 0,5678 1.4697 1.0073 1.1034 0,8060 1.2540
t =0.25 0.9894 1.0359 0.6970 1.7618 0.8675 1.5633 0.7068 2.8510
t =0.35 0.9946 1.0399 0.6922 1.9866 0.8866 1.5412 0.6165 5.3956
t =0.45 0.9947 1.0365 0.6467 2.257 0.9162 1..5974 0.2539 23.825Q

Table 4.3: Example 4.4, The tahle shows the maximum and minimum values of t.he
mesh quality measure function b'(:r:, y, t) with respect to the adaptation function (4.6)
for the methods PMKP, FDMKP, PMA and GCL.
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Figure 4.8: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(.I:, y, t) (right) computed at t = 0,0.25,0.5 and 0.75 with the PMKP method for
the adaptation function (4.5). Note that Eadp(:r, y, t) remains dose to 1 as the time
evolves.
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Figure 4.9: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x, y) (right) computed at t = 0,0.25,0.5 and 0.75 with the FDMKP method for
the adaptation function (4.5). Notice that Eadp(J;,Y,t) has the same profile as the
time evolves.
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Figure 4.10: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x, y, t), t = 0,0.25,0.5 and 0.75, (right.) generated with the PiVIA method for
the adaptation function (4.5). Observe that the change of the surface of Eo.dp(x, y, t)
as time evolves.
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Figure 4.11: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x,:t), t), t = 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75, (right) for the adapt.at.ion function (4.5) wit.h
the GeL method. Note that the 0urface Eadp(x, y, t) diverges from 1 as time evolves.
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Figure 4.12: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x, y, t) (right) computed wit.h the Pi\!IKP method at t = 0,0.25,3.5 and 05 for
the adaptation function (4.6). Notice that Eadp(x, y, t) is close to 1 for all times t.
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Figure 4.13: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x, y, t) (right) computed at t = 0,0.25,3.5 and 0.5 with the FDMKP method for
the adaptation function (4.6).
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Figure 4.14: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eo.dp(x, y, t) (right) computed at t = 0, 0.25, 3.5 and 0.5 with he PMA method for
the adaptation function (4.6).
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Figure 4.15: Example 4.4. Adaptive meshes of size 41 x 41 (left) and the function
Eadp(x, y, t) (right) computed at t = 0,0.25,3.5 and 0.5 with the GeL method for the
adaptation function (4.6).
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Example 4.5. We con~ider generating an adaptive mesh that is suitable for solving a

blow-up type problem using the MKP methods. To this end, we consider the extreme

case of a given analytical solution

( 2(2 2))n(:r, y) = (' exp -C J: + Y , c = 100. (4.7)

The solution u(x, y) is very sharp near the point (.r, y) = (0,0). The solution (4.7)

has been used by Ceniceros and Hou [CHO1] to show the efficiency of their mesh

generation method.

To show the effect of the adaptation function on concentrating the generated me~h,

we use both the adaptation functions

(4.8)

and

(4.9)

t.o generate the adaptive mesh on the physical domain.

Notice that the first adaptation is defined in terms of the physical domain variables

x = (x, y), where the second is defined in terms of the com pu tational domain variahles

~ = (~, T)). For this example we take a =, = l.

A mesh of size 129x 129 is used to compute the adaptive mesh for the given solut.ion

(4.7). The adaptive mesh on the physical domain and a cutaway close to the peak

region are shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.18 for using the adaptation functions

(4.9) and (4.8), respectively. VVe plot the solution n(x,y) on both the physicetl and

computational domains in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 wi th respect to the adaptation

functions (4.9) and (4.8) The figures show that t.he solution has a wider support on

the computational domain and that the mesh points are well concentrated in the blow

up region. The concentration factor, the ratio of the smallest cell size of the adaptive

mesh and the uniform mesh, is equal to 97 and 87 for the adaptation function (4.8)

and (4.9), respectively.
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Figure 4.16: Example 4.5. Adaptive mesh of size 129 x 129 generated on the physical
domain (top) and a cutaway near the blow-up region (bottom) for the solution u =
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Figure 4.17: Example 4.5. The solution u. = ce-c2(x2'IJ2) 1 c = 100 plotted on the
physical domain (top) and the computational domain (bottom) corresponding to the
adaptation function (4.9).
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Figure 4.19: Example 4.5. The solution 1.1 = ce-
C2

('J:L y2) C = 100 plotted on the
physical domain (top) and the comput.ational domain (bottom) corresponding t.o the
adaptation function (4.8). Notice that the solution u has a a wider ~upport on t.he
computational domain.
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Example 4.6. In this example, we consider generating adaptive meshes with the

MKP methods for some practical applications. Precisely speaking, we employ the

PMKP and the FDMKP methods to compute the numerical solution of the initial

boundary value problem for the two-dimensional viscous Burgers' equation

UL = fDa - UUx - uUy , (:r,y) E (0,1)2, 0.25:; t:s. 1.25, F = 5 X 10-3
, (4.10)

with initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions chosen such that the exact solution to

the problem is

u(x, y, t) = 1/(1 + exp ((.1: y - t)/2r)). (4.11 )

The solution u(x, y, t) has a steep interior planar layer of thickness 0(£), and it is

a straight line wave propagat.ing along the diagonal of the domain with constant.

velocity.

We follow t.he alternate procedure described in Section 3.3 for the numerical so

lution of (4.10) and the adaptive mesh. The adaptive mesh is computed by applying

t.he MKP methods. For t.he physical solution, we first rewrite (4.10) as

(4.12)

After t.ransforming (4.12) into the comput.at.ional domain nc , using the formulas

(3.61), (3.62), (3.63), (3.64) and (3.65), the resulting PDE is discretized OIl a uniform

mesh of size 41 x 41. The first order derivat.ives are approximated by upwind finite

differences, where the standard centered finite differences are used to approximate

t.he second order derivatives. One can use an implicit or explicit ODE solver to

solve the resulting ODE system for the physical solution Here, we use DASSL,

a stiff differential-algebraic system solver thaJ, uses backward differentiation schemes,

to solve the ODE syst.em. Both of the adaptation functions (4.9) and (4.8) are used to

illustrat.e various propert.ies of the physical solut.ion and the adaptive meshes generat.ed

corresponding to different adaptation functions.

Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the numerical results of computing the solut.ion

of problem (4.10) on the time interval [0,1.25] when using the adaptation funct.ions

(4.8) and (4.9), respect.ively. The front. lies along the line joining t.he points (1,0) and
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(0,1) at time t = 1.0. At this time, the concentration of the mesh points switches

from one edge to another, and this leads t.o some additional numerical challenges.

Figure 4.20 shows that t.he mesh points are well clustered along the front which leads

t.o a very good resolution of the front. with no observable oscillations in the solution.

This is a good example test which demonstrates t.he capability of the MKP methods

for generating adaptive meshes suitable for solving time-dependent partial differential

equation.

The error of the solution is computed using the £2 norm defined in t.he physical

domain as
I

(lie Iue(x(e)) - ·uc(x(e))1
2

J(X(e))de) 2

where He is the exact solution, 11,c is the computed solution and J(x(e)) is the Jacobian

of the transformation x(e)· For this example, the exact solution is given by (4.11).

The effect of t.he anapt.at.ion functions in generating the adaptive mesh can be

shown by comparing the adaptive mesh and the L 2 norm of the error of the physical

solution computed on the adaptive mesh obtained using the adaptat.ion functions

(4.9) and (4.8). In Figure 4.22 (a), (b) and (c) we show t.he plots of the £2 norm

of the errors of the numerical solutions computed on the adaptive mesh and the

uniform mesh. Figure 4.20 shows that the mesh obtained with the adaptation function

(4.8) is concentrated more accurately on the traveling front. For the case of t.he

anaptation function (4.9), Figure 4.21 shows that the mesh is is less concentrated

along the front compare to that obtained using the adaptation function (4.8). This

results in not perfectly resolving the solution at the front which cause an IDcrease

in the £2 norm of t.he error of the numerical solut.ion for t.he physical problem as

illustrated in Figure 4.22 (a), (b). Therefore, we obtain a more accurate solution

when using the adaptation function (4.8) defined in terms of the physical domain

variables. This raises an interesting question of defining the adaptation function in

terms of t.he physical domain variables versus the computational domain variables. In

this particular example, the adaptation function (4.8) is preferable over (4.9).

In what follows, we carry a numerical convergence study to sho'vv how the error

changes wit.h the grid spacing and the number of the grid points. To this end, fix the
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time and consider the following three cases:

1. the change of the error with the number of the grid points N.

2. the change of the error with the maximum of the grid spacing L'l:r.

3. the change of the error with the minimum of L'lx.

82

Table 4.4 shows the change of the £2 norm of the error with the rnaXlIllum 1-wei

minimum of dx at a fixed time t = 0.75. In Table 4.5, we show the change of the

£2 norm of the error with the number of the grid points, N, at some se1fx:ted fixed

times t = 0.5,0.75,1,1.25. Figure 4.23 (left) shows the plot of the £2 norm of the error

as a function of N. The change of the £2 norm of the error with the maximum and

minimurn grid spacing L'l.T at a fixed time t = 0.75 is shown in Figure 4.23 (right).

The three cases give straight lines with slopes of absolute values 1.2002, 1.0547 and

1.2388, respectively. Thus, we conclude that the convergence is of order one.

To compare the PiVIKP and PMA methods, in Figure 4.24 we plot the £'2 norm

error obtained in computing the numerical solution of the 2D Burgers' equation. For

the purpose of the comparison we write the code for both methods in Fortran. The

computational time for the PiVIKP method is 8.3 minutes and for the PMA method is

6.2833 minutes. Figure 4.24 shows that we obtain more accurate numerical solution

when we usc the PMKP method, observe that at time t = 1.25 the error for the PMA

method is about twice the error for the PMKP method.
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Figure 4.20: Example 4.6: Snapshots of the numerical solution of the 2D Burgers'
equation (4.10) (left) and tbe adaptive meshes (right) computed using the adaptation
function (4.8) at t = 0.25,0.5,1.0 and 1.25.
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Figure 4.21: Example 4.6. Snapshots of the numeric-al solution of the 2D Burgers'
equation (4.10) (left) and the adaptive meshes (right) computed with the adaptation
function (4.9) at times t = 0.25,0.5,1.0 and 1.25.
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Figure 4.22: Example 4.6. The £2 norm of the errors in the numerical solution of the
2D Burgers' equation (4.10) computed on the adaptive grid of size 41 x 41 using t.he
adaptation functions (a) (4.8) and (b) (4.9). Plotted in (c) is the error corresponding
to the uniform mesh case. Note that the solution is more accurat.e for the case of
using the adaptation function (4.8) defined in terms of the physical domain variables.

loglog plot 01 the L2error vs # grid points

10.31--1..-------'----------=
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10-3 10-2 10-' 10°
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Figure 4.23: Example 4.6. The numerical convergence study results for solving the
2D Burgers' equation. The plot of the £2 norm of the error as a function of the
number of the grid points (left) and the maximum and minimum of the grid spacing
6:.:J: (right) at fixed time t = 0.75. The slope is 1.2388 for the first plot (left) and is
1.2002 for maximum 6:.:J: and 1.0547 for minimum 6:..T in the second plot (right).
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N 6xmm LJ.·£max L 2 error
11 0.01~6 0.1861 0.0457
21 0.0066 0.0981 0.0193
41 0.029 0.0492 0.0084
81 0.0014 0.0252 0.0039
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Table 4.4: Example 4.6. The numerical convergence study results of solving the 2D
Burgers' equation. The table shows the change of the L2 norm of the error wit.h the
grid spacing LJ.x at fixed time t = 0.75.

N t = 0.5 t = 0.75 t = 1. t = 1.25
11 0.0234 0.0457 0.0754 0.1096
21 0.009 0.0193 0.0345 0.0539
41 0.004.5 0.0084 0.016 0.0274
81 0.0034 0.0039 0.0066 0.0127

Table 4.5: Example 4.6. The numerical convergence study results for solving the 2D
Burgers' equation. The table shows the change of the U norm of the error wit.h the
number of the grid points given at times t = 0.5, 0.75,1.0,1.25.
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Figure 4.24: Example 4.6. The U norm of the errors in the numerical solution of the
2D Burgers' equation obtained for the PMKP (blue) and PMA (red) methods. The
computational time for the PMKP method is 8.3 minutes and for the PIVIA method is
6.2833 minutes. Notice that at t = 1.25 the error of the PMA method is about twice
the error of the PMKP method.

Example 4.7. In this example, we apply the PMKP method to generate a three

dimensional adaptive mesh for the analytic solution

'u(:r;,y,z) = tanh (100 ((:r.' - 0.5)2 + (y - 0.5)2 + (z - 0.5)2)) (4.13)

defined in the unit cube. The maximum values of the given function (4.13) occur OIl

a sphere of radius 1/4 centered at (0.5,0.5,0.5). In this case, the adaptive mesh is

expected to be concentrated on this sphere.

For adaptive grid generation in three spatial dimension, we use the arc-length

adaptation function

p(T, y, z) = 1 + 'u~ + u~ + u;, (4.14 )

where u x , u y, U z are the partial derivatives with respect to the physical variables

:r, y, and z, respectively.

The Illesh quality measure function in 3D is defined as
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A mesh of size 65 x 65 x 65 is used to generate the adaptive mesh on the physical

domain. To facilitate the visualization of the mesh, in Figure 4.25 we show the

generated adaptive meshes on three slices parallel to the xy, xz and yz planes. As

expected, the adaptive meshes are concentrated around a circle on each slice. The

minimum and maximum values of the mesh quality measure function Eadp(x, y, z) are

1.1173 and 1.1249 respectively.
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0.5

o 0

~l
0.5

1

Figure 4.25: Example 4.7. A typical 3D adaptive mesh of size 65 x 65 x 65 computed
with the PMKP method using the adaptation function (4.14) for the analytic function
(4.13). Plane slices parallel to xy-plane (left), xz-plane (middle) and yz-plane (right).
Observe that the mesh points are well concentrated in the proper regions.

Example 4.8. In this example, the PMKP method is applied to generate a 3D

adaptive mesh for the analytic solution

8

7L(X, y, z) = L tanh (30 ((x - XO(p))2 + (y - :lJO(p))2
p=O

+(z - ZO(p))2 - 0.1875)) (4.15)

defined in the cube (-2,2)3, where, xo(p) = 0, +0.5, +0.5, -0.5, -0.5, +0.5, +0.5, -0.5,

-0.5, Yo(p) = 0, +0.5, +0.5, +0.5, -0.5, -0.5, -0.5, -0.5 , -0.5, zo(p) = 0, +0.5, -0.5, +0.5,

-0.5,+0.5, -0.5, +0.5, -0.5, for p = 0, 1, ... 8. The solution u(:r, y, z) given in (4.15) has

itt) large variations around nine t)pheres centered at the points (TO (p), yo(p), zo(p)), p =
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Figure 4.26: Example 4.8. Cutaway plot of three slices parallel to the xy, xz and yz
planes for the 3D adaptive mesh obtained lIsing the PMKP method.

0,1,2, .. ·8, each is of radius JO.1875. Therefore, the adaptive mesh is expected to

be clustered on these nine spheres.

Vie use the arc-length adaptation function (4.14) to generate the adaptive mesh

of size 41 x 41 x 41 on the physical domain. In Figure 4.26 we show the cutaway

plot of three slices parallel to the xy, xz and yz planes for the generated 3D adaptive

meshes. Clearly, the adaptive mesh is properly concentrated around the nine spheres.

The mesh quality measure function Earlp(x, y, z) has minimum and maximum values

of 1.2661 and 1.2669, respectively.



Chapter 5

The MKP Elastic Registration

Methods

In Chapter 3, we discussed an optimal transport approach for computing a coordinate

transformation for adaptive mesh generation. In this chapter) we use this approach

to describe methods for comput.ing coordinat.e transformations for elastic image reg

istration in two or three spatial dimensions. The elastic model of imi1,ge registration,

was first studied by Brait (1981) [Br081]. In this model, the images (the template

and t.he target) are viewed as two different states of an elastic body, one before and

one after a deformation. The template image is deformed by applying ext.ernal forces.

The forces are often derived to minimize some cost function measuring t.he ::;imilarity

bet.ween the template image and the target image.

5.1 MKP Registration Framework

In this section we drscribe the Monge-Kantorovich or the optimal mass transport

approach for image registration.

Let Do and .0 1 be bounded domains in IRd
, d = 2 or d = 3. Given t.wo images, a

template Po and a t.arget PI, defined on Do and .0 1 respf'ctively. The two images may

be obtained from the same object at two different times. The images Po and Pl are

assumed to 1)8 gray-scale images, more precisely, real bounded positive functions.

90
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The registration problem is to determine a coordinate transformation, ¢ : 0 0 -)

0l, such that the deformed template image becomes similar to the target image PI'

Different choice's of the similarity measures lead to different registration methods; for

cxanlple, one can use the regular £2 distance

Ilpo 0 ¢-l - P111~ (5.1 )

(5.2)

as a similarity measure, where II . 112 is the standard £2 norm and Po 0 ¢-I (x) =

Po ((j; - I ( X ) ), xED L.

If one thinks of Po and Pl as density [unctions, then the ?\IIKP approach for image

registration seeks to find the mapping ¢ : 0 0 ----7 01 that moves a point t;, E 0 0 to

location x = ¢(t;,) E Ol with displacement u(t;,) = ¢(t;,) - t;, such that the density of

material Po in domain Do is transferred to become the density Pl given in the domain

01' This is the data matching constraint of the problem. Mathematically, this means

that the mass of material in any bounded subset n c:: D l must then equal the mass

of material coming from the pre-image in the subset ¢-L(O) ~ DOl i.e.,

l Po(t;,)dt;, = l Pl (x )dx
Ip-l(O) io

for all bounded subsets 0 of 01.

For matching anatomical images, the coordinate transformation for image registra

tion is ideally desired to be bijective (one-to-one and onto) so that the neighborhood

structure is maintained. This transformation, if possible, is required to be continuous

with a continuous inverse, so that tears are not created by such a transformation. The

optimal mass approach for image registration assures these features, therefore makes

this approach to be more appropriate and attractive for medical applications.

If ¢ is a smooth one- to-one map then by a change of variables, (5.2) leads to the

Jacobian equation

PI (¢(t;,))detV¢(t;,) = Po(t;,), (5.3 )

where detV¢( t;,) is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix that describes the distor

tions of the area or volume element induced by the transformation ¢.

The solution to (5.3) is not unique as it is only one equation involving d unknowns.

Thus, from all the different transformations ¢ that could yield the same q uali ty of
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registration, an optimal one must be specified. The optimal mass transport approach

for image registration is based on t(1,king the L2 Kantoravich- \Nasserstein distancp

(5.4 )

as a similarity measure, where 1·1 denotes the Euclidean norm in ]Rd and the infimum

is taken among (1,11 maps cjJ transporting Po to Pl·

The registration problem in t.erms of the L2 Monge-Kantoravich problem is sum

marized as follows. Given two images (Do, Po) and (OJ, pd, find the transformation cjJ

which takes the image Po to the image PI and minimizes the cost

(5.5)

Here, we seek mappings cjJ which deform one image to another while minimizing the

cost of moving the pixels (5.5). Fram the Monge-Kantorovich theory, we know that

the minimizer in (5.4) has a number of nice features including uniqueness and its

characterization as the gradient of some convex potential. Furthermore, the problem

is symmetric, i.e., if rP is the optimal transformation from image A to image B then

cjJ-1 is t.he optimal transformation from image B to image A (see [Vi103]). These

features make the optimal mass transport approach well suited for the registration

problem.

vVe em phasize that the idea of using the optimal mass transport approach for image

registration is not new. For example, HakeI' et al. [HT01, AHT03, HT03a, HZTA04]

have described an image registration based upon finding the transformation cjJ as a

steady-state solution of a gradient flo\-v equation (d. Subsection 2.5.1). However, in

this thesis we use different and simpler methods to solve for the optimal transfor

mation. More precisely, we use the PMKP and the FDMKP methods, described in

Chapter 3 for (1,daptive grid generi:ition, to compute the optimal transformation. In

the next two sections, we describe these two methods for computing transformations

for elastic image registration.
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5.2 The PMKP Registration Method
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In this section, we discuss the details of using the PMKP method to compute the

optimal mapping for the image registration problem.

Consider the gray-scale images (Do, Po) and (D 1 , PI)' The mapping ¢ that transfers

Po to PI and minimizes the cost (5.5) is unique and is characterized as (d. Section 2.3)

(5.6)

The equations (5.3) and (5.6) lead to the conclusion that the solution of the registra

tion problem reduces to solving the Monge-Ampere equation (MAE)

(5.7)

where det (D 2 w) is the determinant of the Hessian matrix of the potential W.

The PMKP method, as described in Section 3.1, is based on solving (5.7) by

finding the steady-state solution of

(5.8)

with some appropriate temporal initial and spatial boundary conditions.

If WOO is the limiting solution as t ---+ 00, then the optimal matching map cP is

obtained by taking the gradient of woo, i.e.) ¢ = \7w oo .

The corresponding flow ¢( ~, t) for the image warping (deformation) is defined as

¢(~, t) = ~ + t(\7w(~) - ~), ~ E Do, 0 _ t :S 1. (5.9)

The formula (5.9) shows that at time t = 0, ¢ is the identity map and at t = 1, it is

the optimal solution of the U Monge-Kantorovich problem. Thus, the formula (5.9)

can be used to define continuous warping map ¢ between the initial density Po and

the final density PI.

5.2.1 Computational Details

In this subsection, we discuss the computational details of solving (5.8) for the solution

wand its gradient to find the optimal matching coordina.te transformation for image

registration.
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We use a. sta.ndard cent.ered finite difference scheme for t.he spatial discretizat.ion

of (5.8) and an explicit scheme such as forward Euler or a higher-order Runge-Kutta

scheme in t.ime. Given two images Po and PI, then the simplest al?;orithm to comput.e

the potential W is the following:

1. Given wn

2. Compute D 2 1J!T1 and V'lJ!n

3. Interpolate Pl onto V'w n

4. Set

6. If IIV' p n ll 2 < TOL then STOP, else set n = n + 1 and go to 2.

,vhere mboxTOL is a user defined tolerance, IIV'p n
l1 2 is equivalent to IIV'w7+1i!2.

The PMKP method is applied to 2D or 3D images defined on a unit squa.re or

unit cube domain, respectively. For this application, the active region of the domain

can be defined away from the boundaries. Therefore, it is natural to use the Neumann

condi tiOIlS

ow
- = 0, on ~l = 0,
O~i

oW
- = 1, on (t = 1, i = 1J 2 or 3,
O~i

(5.10)

to solve (5.8) with the initial condition

w(~, 0) = ~ ~T . ~, ~ E no.

5.3 FDMKP In'lage Registration Method

(5.11)

In the previous section, the coordinate transformation for image registration is deter

mined as the gradient of the solution of the Monge-Ampere equation (5.7). In this

section, we present an elastic regist.ration method based on solving the L 2 "Monge

Kantorovich problem in a fluid dynamics framework.
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Given the two images (00 , Po) and (01 , Pl), fix a time interval, which for simplicity

is taken to be [0,1]. If we were follow the motion of a point ~ E 0 0 , then it should

to follow a time-dependent trajectory x = ¢(~, tL t E [0,1] with initial position

Xo = ¢(~, 0) = ~ and final position at the destination x = ¢(~, 1).

Consider all possible sufficiently smooth time-dependent density and velocity fields,

p(x, t) > 0, v(x, t) E d, which satisfy the continuity equation

apat + 'V . (pv) = 0, (5.12)

i:l.nd the condi tions

p(',O) = Po, pC, 1) = Pl, (5.13)

where 'V is the gradient operator with respect to the variables ~ E 0 0 ,

The optimal trajectory x = ¢(~, t), t E [0,1], that takes Po to Pl, is then de

termined by time integration of the velocity field computed as the solution of the

following minimization problem: Under the constraints (5.12) and (5.13), among all

the density and velocity fields, p(~, t) and v(~, t), respectively, choose the ones that

minimize the cost

C(p, v) = ;'1 r p(~, t) Iv(~, t)1 2 d~dt. (5.14)
. 0 } Ilo

The augmented Lagrangian method described in Section 32 is used to to obtain the

velocity i:l.nd the density fields that minimize (5.14) with the constraints (5.12) and

(5.13). The optimal matching transformation is then obtained by time integration

of the velocity v(~, t) from t = 0 to t = 1 in conjunction with the initial condition

(5.11).

The fiuid dynamics formulation of the 1 2 Monge-Kantorovich problem provides

a natural time interpolant p(x, t) from the data Po to PI and a velocity field v(x, t)

\vhich transports Po to PI, a feature that is useful to show the intermediate stages of

the image warping.

Note that minimizing (5.14) under the constraints (5.12) and (5.13) is formally sim

ilar to the minimization problem (2.56) defined for the LDDMM method [BMTY05].

In fact, the second term in (2.56) simply enforces the matching of the images to be

exact at t = 1, whereas for our approach this matching is achieved by the constraint

(5.13).
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5.4 Numerical Experiments
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In this section we present numerous examples to illustrate the properties of our new

methods for image registration. The examples have been chosen to give the reader

some insight into how the method works for both simple problems and practical real

world examples. For completeness, we present the calculations for computing the

exact optimal solution for the toy problem in example 51

5.4.1 Numerical Examples

Example 5.1. VVe begin with the simple problem of computing the optimal transfor

mation for mapping one circle to another concentric one using the FDMKP method.

For radially symmetric densities, the solution of the "Monge-Ampere equation (3.79)

can be found exactly by direct integration. Specifically, defining the polar coordinates

ancl

~ = r cos(e), 71 = r sin(e), ~,71 E Do, (5.15)

r = vie + 7/
2

, e= tan-I (z) ,
and using (5.15), (5.16), taking a change of variables we obtain

.!!.- = cos(e)~ _ sin(e) ~
d~ dr r ae'

and
d . a cos (e) (}
- = sm(e)- + ---.
arl or r de

Using (5.17) and (5.18) 1 we obtain the second order derivatives for W as

d2w 2(e) (}2 W 2 cos(e) sin(e) i]2w sin2 (e) (}W sin2 (e) d2w
-- = cos -- - + + .ae ar2 r arae r ar r2 DeL.
(Fw. 2 a2 w 2cos(e)sin(e) a2 w cos2 (e) oW cos2 (e)a2 w
orp = sm (e) or'2 + r arae l' ar + r2 ae2 '

and

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

sin(2e) c)2w c08(2e) a2 w
-----+---

2 ar2 r arae
sin(2e) aw sin(2e) a2w

2r Or 2r 2 De2 '

cos(2e) oW
r 2 de

(5.21)
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From the symmetry, the densities Po and PI are independent of e; therefore, the

solution W of the Monge-Ampere equation (5.7) is also independent of e. Thus, the

determinant of the Hessian matrix of W reduces to \I!rWTT/r and (5.7) simplifies to

(522)

where Wrand WT1" are the first and second derivatives wi th respect to the radial

variable r.

Here, the densities Po and Pl are pIecewIse constant, so the right hand side of

(5.22) is constant, say a. Integrating (5.22) once gives

where a is the ratio PO/PI and 0: is the integration constant.

Note that our primary goal is to compute the optimal mapping that transfers Po

to PI and not the potential \I!(r) in its entirety. Therefore, from (5.6), we obtain the

optimal mapping iII terms of W, as

~x = -wr ,
r

(5.23)

The exact solution (5.23) is shown in Figure 5.2.

We use the FDNIKP method to compute the numerical solution for the optimal

transformation. The numerical and the exact solutions arc plotted in Figure 52 on

a grid of size 33 x 33. Notice that the numerical solution is smoother than the exact

solution because of the regularization in the numerical discretization. The L 2 norm

of the error in the numerical solution of for the optimal mapping is 0.0054. In this

example, we use the optimal transformation to deform a circle (template image) to

a smaller concentric circle (target image); therefore, the grid points are expected to

be displaced radially towards the center of the circles. As expected, the displacement

vector field (see Figure 5.2(a)) shows that the grid points have been moved radially

towards the center. In Figure 5.1(a), (b) and (d) we show the template. the target and

the deformed images, respectively. We show the absolute error between the deformed

image and thE' target image in Figure 5.1((').
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Figure 5.1: Example 5.1. Registration of two concentric circles defined on a 33 x 33
grid. Shown here are the (a) template image, (b) reference image, (c) absolute error
between the deformed template and the reference images, and (d) deformed template
image obtained using the FDMKP method.
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Figure 5.2: Example 5.1. Image matching of two concentric circles. Shown here are (a)
displacement vector field, (b) numerical solution for t.he optimal mapping computed
using the FDMKP method on a grid of size 33 x 33, and (c) exact. solution for the
optimal mapping. Observe that the numerical solution is smoother tha.n the exact
solution due to t.he regulariza.t.ion used in the numerical discretization.

Example 5.2. In this example we apply the PMKP method to perform an elastic

regist.ration of a circle (template) image to a C-shape (target) image (see Figure 5.3

(a) and (b)). The t.emplate and the target images are shown in Figure 5.3 and are

defined on a 33 x 33 grid.

The comput.ed opt.imal mat.ching mapping and the displacement vector field are

given in Figure 5.3 (e) and (d), respectively. The displacement vector field shows

that, as expect.ed, t.he grid points haw been moved radially towards the boundary of

the circle. The deformed template image and the absolute error between the t.arget

and the deformed template are shown in Figure 5.3 (c) and (f).

The int.erpolat.ion formula (5.9) is used t.o compute a sequence of deformations of

the t.emplate image to the t.arget.s det. (''V rj;-l) Po 0 rj;-I at t = 0,0.25,0.45,0.65,0.85,1.

Figure 5.4 shows the sequence of the deformations.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 5.3: Example 5.2. Registration of a circle (template) to a C-shape (target)
llsing the PMKP method. Shown are the (a) template image, (b) reference image, (c)
deformed template, (d) displacement vector field, (e) computed optimal transforma
tion, and (f) absolute error between the deformed template and the target.
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Figure 5.4: Example 5.2. PMKP registration of a circle (template) to a C-shape
(target). The pictures here represent the deformations of the template image to the
(arget image at selected intermediate times t = 0,0.25,0.45,0.65,0.85,1.
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Figure 5.5: Example 5.3. FDMKP regist.ration of Macaque cort.ex. Shown are t.he (a)
template image, (b) reference image, (c) deformed template, (d) displacement. vector
field, (e) computed opt.imal transformat.ion, and (f) the absolut.e error between the
deformed template and t.he target image.

Example 5.3. This is a practical example from medical imaging applicat.ions. The

t,emplate and the target images, shown in Figure 5.5 (a) and (b), are of the Macaque

cort.ex (monkey brain images).

The FD1VIKP method is applied to register the t.wo images with 79 x 79 grid

points. Figure 5.5 (d) and (e) presents the displacement vector field and the computed

optimal matching transformation. In Figure 5.5 (c) and (f) we show the deformed

template imagE' and t.he absolute error between the target and the deformed images.

A sequence of deformations of the t.emplate image t.o the target image at some selected

times between t = 0 and t = 1 are shown in Figure 56.
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Figure 5.6: Example 5.3. FDMKP registration of Macaque cortex. Shown are a
sequence of deformations of the template image to the target image at some selected
times between t = 0 to t = 1.
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Example 5.4. In this example, we apply the our optimal mass transport approach

for image registmtion to register 3D medical images of two heart images. The images

are defined on a 240 x 240 x 80 grid. The template and the target imng('s are shown

in Figure 5.7 (1) and (2).

We apply the PMKP method to compute the optimal matching transformation

that registers the two 3D heart images. In Figure 5.7 (3) we show the deformed

template image. In Figure 5.8 we show three slices on the xy, yz, and xz planes of the

computed optimal transformation.

Figure 5.7: Example 5.4. R.egistmtion of two 3D heart. images of size 240 x 240 x 80.
Shown are the (1) heart template, (2) target, and (3) deformed template images
obtained with the PMKP method.
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Figure 5.8: Example 5.4. 3D registration of two heart images. Shown are some slices
of the computed optimal matching mapping on the (1) xy-plane, (2) yz-plane, and
(3) xz-plane. To facilitate visualization, only a sector of each grid slice is plotted.

Example 5.5. In this example, we use the MKP approach to register a 3D heart

image (template) to six other 3D heart images (targets). The size of each image is

128 x 128 x 128.

We apply the PMKP method to compute the optimal I Hmsformations for the

registration of the template image to the six target images. The results of the regis

trations are shown in Figure 5.9. The template is shown on the first row. The first

and the third columns show the six target images, ,vith the second and fourth columns

showing the corresponding six deformeci images.
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Figure 5.9: Example 5.5. 3D registration of a heart (template) to six other hearts
(targets) on a 128 x 128 x 128 grid. The template is in the first row. The six pictures
on the first and third columns show the targets. The corresponding six deformed
templates are shown in the second and fourth columns.
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Example 5.6. In this example, we use the MKP registration approach for a .3D

registration of a left hippocampus images, a template to eight different targets. The

images are defined on a grid of size 40 x 64 x 64.

The PMKP method is applied to compute the optimal transformations for the

registration of the template image to the eight target images. Figure 5.10 shows

the results of registration of the (top) template to the eight different target images.

The first and third columns show the eight target images, and the second and fourth

columns show the corresponding eight deformed images.

Example 5.7. Here the PMKP approach is used to register 3D right hippocampus

images, a template to eight different targets. The images are defined on a grid of size

40 x 64 x 64.

The optimal transformations are computed with the PMKP method to register the

template image to the eight different target images. The results of the registrations

are shown in Figure 5.11. Again, the first and third columns show the eight target

Images, and the second and fourth columns show the corresponding eight deformed

Images.
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Figure 5.10: Example 5.6. 3D registration of a left hippocampus. Shown are template
(first row), eight targets (first and third columns), and eight deformed templates
(second and fourth columns).
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Figure 5.11: Example 5.7. 3D registration of a right hippocampus. Shown are tem
plate (first row), eight targets (first and third columns), and eight deformed templat.es
(second and fourth columns).
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Example 5.8. To illust.rate the effectiveness of our MKP registration approach, we

use this approach for the registration of gray-scale images. Specifically, we apply the

method to register two gray-scale 3D brain MRI images. The images are defined on

a grid of size SO x 56 x 80.

vVe compute the optimal transformation using the PMKP method. The results of

the registration are shown in Fignre 5.12, where the first row represents the registra

tion of the midcoronal slices, the second row corresponds to the registration of the

midsagitt al slices, and the third row is for the registration of the midhorizontal slices.

The flrst column shows the template image, the second column shows the target image

and third column shows the deformed template.

5.4.2 Summary of the Numerical Results

The computational speed of the FDMKP and PIvIKP methods depends upon the

size of the images and the respective Ilumber of iteratioIls required to obtain a good

approximation. In what follows, all stated run times are for the PMKP, and all

computer experiments are run in Fortran 77 on a laptop with a single 1GHz processor

and 1Gb of memory. For 2D images of size 32 x 32, it takes only 5 to 10 seconds

to obtain a very good approximate solution. For 2D images of size 80 x 80, it takes

from 1 to 3 minutes, and for 3D images of size 128 x 128 x 128, it takes 2 to 3 hours.

Several promising methods for speeding this up are currently being investigated as

well. Table 5.1 shows average run times and results for a typical 3D dati'tset. Several

metric measures for determining the accuracy of numerical registration have been used

in the literature. In this thesis, five of these measures are considered. The overlay

error is defined as

(5.24)

where IlfllLI = folf(.x)ldx, Inl is the area or volume of n (in 2D or 3D, respectively),

and ThaO, Pl and det ("\7(/)-1) po </>-1 are the template, the target and the deformed

template images.
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Figure 5.12: Example 5.8. 3D registration of gray-scale brain MRI image. Shown
are (1), (2) and (3) the midcoronal slices, (4), (5) and (6) the midsagittal slices
and (7), (8) and (9) tbe midborizontal slices. The template image, tbe target image,
and the deformed template image are shown in the first, second, and I hird columns,
respectively.
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The relative error is defined as

112

(5.25 )

A new metric measure is int.roduced in this thesis is the L2-Kant.orovich distance

(5.26)

In Table 5.2 we show the relative error, the overlay error, and the L 2-Kantorovich

distance for the examples in the previous subsection.

To examine the quality of the registration images, we also use a similarity measure

defined as follows. We first compute t.he optimal transformation that registers an MRI

template image t.o an MRI target. image. We then use this transformation to map

a given manually segmented template to generate a segmented image in the target

domain this is referred to as an automat.ed segmentation. In Figure 5.13 and Fig

ure 5.14 we show coronal slices of the manual and automated segmentations outlines

overlaid on top of the gray-scale image for left and right hippocampus respectively.

To assess the performance of the MKP methods for image registration, we use

manually segmented regions in both the template and the target images which can

be found in the Internet Brain Segmentation Repository (IBSR). IBRS is an open

online database with 18 MR. brain 3D images and their associated segmentations!.

To evaluate the accuarcy of our registration methods we compute the Kappa overlap

metric between t.he regions segmented lIsing our algorithm and that of the IBRS. The

Kappa overlap metric (f,,-metric) [ZDP94] is a similarity measure defined as

2n(I n J)
K:(I, J) = n(I) + n(J) . (5,27)

where n(A) is the number of voxels in image A. The overlap metric measures the

similarity of two sets and ranges from 0 for sets that are disjoint and 1 for sets

that arc identical. The Kappa values of 0.7 or highET are considered as an excellent

agreement (ef.[ZDP94]).

l http)jwww,cma.mgh,harvard,edujibsrj
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In Tables 5.3 and 5.4 we show the measurements of the Kappa metric of manual

and automated segmentations of the IBSR datasets for the MRI left. hippocampus of

size 42 x 64 x 64 and the MRI right hippocampus of size 44 x 80 x 64 experiments.

The average kappa value is 0.75523 with standard deviation 0.037459 for the left hip

pocampus and is 0.77311 with standard deviation 0.035865 for the right hippocFunpus.

The accuracy is comparable t.o the result.s reported in [KWB08, LCSC07, JSTL07].

for example in [KWB08] t.he average kappa value is 0.7115 with standard deviation

00577.

The Kappa overlap metric (5.27) is sensitive t.o both differences in location and

size. Therefore we use the volume error, defined for t.wo images I and J wit.h volumes

VI and VJ as

-< IVI - VJ ! ,
Evolume = VI (5.28)

to measure the difference in size. In Tables 53 and 5.4 we show t.he volume error for

3D dat.asets for the left and right hippocampus experiment.s.
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(1 )

(4)

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

Figure 5.13: Three coronal slices of left hippocampus: Segmentation outlines overlaid
on top of the gray-scale image. (l), (2), and (3) manual segmen1.i:Ltjons and (4), (5),
(6) automated segmentations.
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(1 )

(4)

(2)

(5)

(3)

(6)

Figure 5.14: Three coronal slices of right hippocampus: Segmentation outlines over
laid on top of t.he gray-scale image. (1), (2), and (3) manual segmentations and (4),
(5), (6) aut.omated segmentations.
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Dataset Size of dataset Run time in minutes
Hippocampus 4U x 64 x 64 14.5~

Brain MR.I 80 x 56 x 80 31.75
Heart 128 x 128 x 128 126.73

Table 5.1: Typical average run-time results for some 3D data sets for PMKP.
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DatClset Overlay Error Relativf' error Vi-Kantorovich rlistanct'
two concentric circles 0.0010 0.24 % 0.0305
circle to C-shape 0.0003 0.06 % 0.0341
macaque 8.8718 x 10-9 2.6691 X lO-K ex 0.010801
left hippocampus 0.0008 ± 0.0005 1.37 ){± 0.80% 0.0018± 0.0003
right hippocampus 0.0010 ± 0.0006 1. 77 S{± 0.95% 0.0020± 0.0003
heart 0.0060 ± 0.0018 5.46% ± 1.23% 0.0193 ± 0.0041
brain (mri) 0.0113 7.11 % 0.0088

Table 5.2: Overlay error, relative error, and L2-Kantorovich distance for some sample
3D datasets.

Dataset Kappa Volume Error D8taset Kappa VolunlP Error
IBSRo,/ir 0.76 0.10 IBSRIJ!ir 0.81 0.11
IBSRo2 /ir 0.75 0.02 IBSR.12/ir 0.78 0.07
IBSRo3 /ir 0.68 0.03 IBSR.13/ir 0.78 0.24
IBSR.o4 /ir 0.81 0.04 IBSR14 /ir 0.79 03
IBSRo5 /ir 0.75 0.01 IBSR15/ir 0.77 0.3
IBSRo6 /ir 0.76 0.25 IBSR I6 /ir 0.69 0.51
IBSR07 /ir 0.76 0.05 IBSR.17 fir 0.77 0.30
IBSR.os/ir 0.72 0.48 IBSRls/ir 0.70 0.45
IBSR. lO /ir 0.75 0.35

Table 5.3: Left hippocampus: Kappa overlap metric and volume error. The mean
value for Kappa overlap is 0.75523 with standard deviation 0037459. The mean
value for volume error is 0.21362 with standard deviation 0.17166.
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dataset Kappa VoluDl~ Error data:'let Kappa Volume Error
IBSRol/ir 0.80 0.07 IBSR11/ir 0.79 0.04

IBSRo2 /ir 0.79 0.08 IBSR l2/ir 0.78 0.05

IBSRo3 /ir 0.73 0.09 IBSR13/ir 0.80 0.14
IBSRo4 /ir 0.80 0.09 IBSR14 /ir 0.81 0.17

IBSRo5 /ir 0.77 0.08 IBSR1S/ir 0.77 0.29

IBSRo6 /ir 0.81 0.17 IBSR I6/ir 0.69 0.46
IBSRo7 /ir 0.81 0.12 IBSR 17 /ir 0.76 0.27

IBSRos/ir 0.71 0.49 IBSR1S/ir 0.76 0.36

IBSRIO/ir 0.76 0.33
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Table 5.4: Right Hippocampus: Shown here are Kappa overlap metric and the volume
error. The mean value for Kappa overlap is 0.77311 with standard deviation 0.035R65.
The mean value for the volume error is 0.19449 with standard devii1tion 0.14413.



Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks and Future

Directions

In this thesis we have presented two adaptive mesh methods, the PMKP and the

FDMKP methods, based on solving the optimal mass transport problem, more pre

cisely the L 2 Monge-Kantorovich problem. For the PMKP method, the coordinat.e

transformation for the mesh adaptation is computed as the steady-state solution of

the parabolic Monge-Ampere equation. In the FDMKP method, the mesh movement

is controlled by the velocity field obtained as the minimizer of a cost functional defined

for the L2 Monge-Kantorovich problem in a fluid dynamics framework.

We have also presented some theoretical results for the existence and convergence

of the process of solving the parabolic Monge-Ampere equation to steady-state. A

derivation of a good stopping criterion for the convergence of the solution has been

studied.

To illustrate the performance of the P·MKP and the FDMKP methods, we ran

several 2D and 3D computations to generate adaptive meshes. vVe also showed some

numerical experiments to compare the two methods with the GeL method of Cao,

Huang and Russell [CHR02] and the PMA method of Budd and ·Williams [BW06].

We also provide a detailed description to compute a numerical solution of an initial

boundary value problem for Burgers' partial differential equation in two spatial di

mcnSlOn. The results show that the proposed methods are effective for accurately

118
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concentrating the mesh points in the proper regions.

V/c have described two methods of elastic image registration based on the ap

proaches used for computing the coordinate transformation for mesh adaptation. The

performance of these methods is demonstrated wi th various numerical experiments for

2D and 3D elastic image registration. A number of numerical examples for registering

3D medical images are also included.

From the known theory for the iVlonge Kantorovich problem, existence and unique

ness of the optimal transformation are guaranteed, helping to assure that our methods

are both robust and reliable for both applications, adaptive grid generation and image

registration.

There is a major difference between the MKP adaptive mesh methods presented

in this thesis and the standard adaptive moving mesh methods in their approach for

computing the adaptive mesh suitable for solving a time-dependent partial differential

equation. The difference is that, for the MKP methods, at each time step the adaptive

mesh is generated independently of the adaptive mesh generated in the previous time

step due to the fact the two meshes are obtained as a result of solving two different

L2 Monge-Kantorovich problems.

The FDMKP method for both adaptive grid generation and imagp registration,

described Section 3.2 and Section 5.3, can in theory be applied in any dimension.

However, in this thesis we only successfully applied the FDMKP method for the 2D

problems. The limitation of applying the method for 3D problems is due to the fact

that the ALG2 algorithm introduced to solve the saddle point problem for the FDMKP

method involves solving a 4-dimensional Poisson equation (three spatial variables and

the time variable) which introduces substantial computational difficulties. In contrast,

we have successfully implemented the PMKP method for both 2D and 3D adaptive

grid generation and image registration.

Our approach for solving equation (5.8) bears a close relationship to that of

[AHT03], for which a gradient descent method is introduced to solve for the opti

mal mapping. However, the method in [AHT03] requires finding an initial mapping

satisfying (5.3) and solving a Poisson equation at each step time, which would make

the method very computationally expensive for large 3D registration problems. In
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contrast, our PM KP approach requires no construct.ion of an ini tial mapping (always

using a uniform initial mesh) and does not involve solving a Poisson equat.ion at eCl,ch

stage.

The result.s for the PMKP and FDMKP methods, for both adapt.ive grid generation

(wd image registration, are promising. However, a number of practical issues are

yet. to be addressed. For example, it. is necessary t.o define a suit.able adaptation

fU11(:1 ion to control the mesh adaptation near the boundaries. Investigation is needed

for finding other more efficient stopping criteria for the convergence of the parabolic

Monge-Ampere equation solution. A more sensible interpolation formula is needed for

finding t.he in between images when performing image registration using t.he Pf\/IKP

method.

In the future, we intend to consider other techniques for solving the original Monge

Ampere equation (3.79) in order to develop the most suitable implement.ations for real

world physical problems and medical applicat.ions. A joint work with Oberman on

computing the coordinate transformation for mesh adaptation and image registration,

from directly solving the Jacobian equation with some constraints on the curIoI' the

transformation, is currently under consideration. An interesting direction is to develop

techniques of computing the coordinate t.ransformation in three spatial dimension

using t.he FDMKP method. Finally, there is certainly a greater need of investigating

various techniques to improve the performance of the proposed methods for both

adaptive grid generation and image registration applications so that they can be

efficiently used for a wider range of challenging problems.
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